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Abstract 

This document summarizes findings frolT) case studies of arson control 
systems in eight cities over a three-year period. The study team audited 
case files, observed fire-scene investigations, interviewed key personnel, 
and examined standard operating procedures, classification procedures, 
statutory prOVisions, and clearance data. 

The researchers concluded that, although the cities upgraded their 
arson-control systems during the period, significant improvements in per
formance and case outcomes could have been attained if they had taken addi
tional steps to improve system coordination, departmental management, and 
the administration of investigative units. Specific improvements are sug
gested in the report; these can be made by applying eXisting knowledge and 
techniques. The report emphasizes the need for commitment and involvement 
on the part of management. 

These findings are elaborated in MANAGING ARSON CONTROL SYSTEMS: 
Vol. II, Arson Detection; Vol. III, Arson Investigation; Vol. IV, Arson 
Prosecution; and Vol. V, Appendices, available on loan from the National 
Criminal Justice Reference SerVice, P.O. Box 6000, Rockville MD 20850. 
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1 - INTRODUCTION 

. Since the early 1970s, the United States has experienced a particularly 
troublesome outbreak of arson. The U.S. Fire Administration estimates that 
arsons grew 25 percent each year through the 1970s, until they exceeded 
800,000 in 1981, the most recent year for which figures are available. The 
cost per year: 974 deaths, 3,873 injuries, and a direct loss of $1.99 bil
lio~. Estimates of indirect losses -- i.e., the wages and taxes foregone 
because of arson -- range from $6 billion to $10 ~illion per year. 

Other indicators of arson's impact on the U.S. economy: 

* Arson is responsible for 12 percent of all residential fires, and for 
17 percent of the dollar losses related to those fires. 

* Arson is the leading cause of fire in most non-residential proper
ties, and in 1980 was responsible for 31 percent of dollar losses to those 
properties. 

* Over 400 buildings are damaged by arson each day. 

* The average arson loss is twice that of a non-arson fire. 

The magnitude of these figures sets arson apart fl"om the tlproperty 
crimes tl with which ,it is usually grouped. Arson differs in another respect 
as well: it destroys the property, along with jobs, incomes, and tax reve
nues. Indeed, arson can be q crime against people, a street crime, a white
collar fraud, or even a tel"rorist act. 

Over the past decade, fortunately, technology has given us a number of 
new weapons against the arsonist. These include the gas chromatograph to 
analyze fire debriS, computer programs to predict arson and to spot likely 
occurrences, and II firestarter" profiles to help in the recognition of arson
ists. New organizational relationships have also been forged: the arson 
task force, the arson strike force, special prosecution units, and joint 
fire-police arson units. New anti-arson programs have been established, 
ranging from the simplicity of the Neighborhood Watch Program to the 
nationwide sophistication of the Property Insurance Loss Registry. Reward 
programs for anonymous witnesses have proved successful against arson, and 
juvenile firesetter programs offer the promise of deterring young offenders 
not only from future episodes of arson, but from other criminal activity as 
well. 

.The tools of social science research have also been brought to bear 
against the arsonist. Over the past several years, the Nationa.l Institute 
of Justice (NIJ) has sponsored a series of inquiries into the nature of 
arson control systems. Work commissioned by NIJ has included an excellent 
monograph on arson research tOPics ("Arson Control: A Review of the State of 
the Art wi~h Emphasis on Research Topics," by Stephen J. Tauber, May 1978) 
and a Pig~e~ring statistical survey and app~)isal.of arson control systems 
("A Surv~~ of Arson and Arson Response Capabilities in Selected Jurisdic
tion~,,~'.bY Stephen H. Webster and Kenneth E. Mathews Jr., February 1979). 
"Managing Arson Control Systems" is a part of NIJ's research strategy in 
this area. 
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Project design and objectives 

NIJ chose the case-study approach to provide insights that could not be 
deri ved from a broad statistical surveyor a narrowly focused experiment. 
Ten cities were to have taken part in the study. They were chosen to repre
sent all major regions of the country; to exhibit high and low rates for 
clearances, number of fires, number of suspected arsons, and other published 
indices; and to provide a diversity of organizat ional profiles. Because of 
budgetary limitations, the numbe ... of sites was later cut to eight. 

In each city, the researchers employed foul" methods of inquiry: 

* They analyzed the case files of 120 fire inCidents, supplemented as 
necessary by follow-up clarifications. 

* They interviewed fire officers, investigators, and supervisors. 

* They observed fire incident investigations on the scene. 

* They collected and analyzed data relating to the city's arson control 
system. 

The case-study approach provides a unique view of how cases actually 
develop and terminate. By retrospectively auditing a sample of case riles, 
the researchers gained insights into the real-world performance of fire, 
police, prosecution, and juvenile probation agencies. 

Obtaining a representative sample of cases required a number of steps. 
First, for each city over a three-year period, the researchers established 
how many fires had been intially classified as accidental, undetermined, 
suspicious, 01" incendiary. Then they made a random selection from each 
category: 20 aCCidental, 20 undetermined, 20 suspicious, and 40 incendiary 
fires. In order to provide information on follow-up investigations and I 

adjudications, an additional sample of 20 cases ending in arrest was drawn 
from the 1979 files in each city. 

A total of 960 incidents were therefore identified in the eight cities. 
Of these, 909 cases were located, analyzed, and fully processedj the remain
der were dr(lpped because of invalid claSSifications, missing documentation, 
01" other defects. The complete documentation for each case was reviewed by 
the research team before the key data was coded and keypunched for computer 
analysis. 

Each city was visited by a three-member team consisting of an exper
ienced fire administrator and arson investi~ator, a former FBI official and 
practiCing attorney, and a public safety resea.rcher. They averaged one 
worker-month at each city, observing, interViewing, and collecting data. 
Off-site analYSis required an average of five worker-months per city. 

Their goal was not to formulate definitive answers to the management 
and operation of arson-control systems. Rathel', they sought to describe and 
document the features which seemed to contribute to effective and efficient 
arson-control systems. Interpretations, findings, and recommendations Were 
therefore secondary to the aim of providing an information base upon which 
others could build. In addition, the methodology developed for this study 
could be modified by arson-control policymakers interested in conducting 
their own performance audits. 

Not included in the study Were "proactive ll strategies -- target harden
ing, computer-based pattern recognition interventions, and insurance reform. 
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Neither was the study i t 
fire searches. n ended to develop procedures fo~ 

, conducting on-scene 

Because the case study approach 
sources of information, rather tha d~pend~ primarily on syntheSizing many 
;arge s~mple, the data-collection :f~o ~ect1ng and analyzing data from a 

evelOP1ng the data set the or s were necessarily limited In 
, researchers asked the following . * questions: 

COUld the data be collected f 
~~::~nable cost and without overtaxi~~mt~os~ of the cooperating Cities at a 

e ospitality of the local agen-

* " , was 1t relevant to the NIJ 
-approved work plan? 

* Once analYzed, would it add 
programs, rather than replicating e:~s~uinr kniowfledge, of local arson-control 

g n ormatlon? 
* WOUld local government d 

eCisionmakers benefit from th 
e analyses? 

The statistical data was 
reality testing. Rather than !~t:~~e~ t~ provide an additional channel of 
a means to measure, compare and t 1n 1tself, the quantitative data was 
on-scene observations and i~terv1'ecwoSn r~st the qualitative data ' 

wlth local personnel. -- l.e., the 

Specific objectives included 
the following: 

* To obtain information 
~ach of the cities and to ana~n the l~ws, statutes, and 
1ally on arrest and convict' yze thelr effect on arson 

lon rates. 
ordinances affecting 
control, and espec-

* To develop an understanding 
of variations in arson terminology. 

* To obtain informati 
available for arson cont 10~ on Federal, state, local, and 
the ' 1 ro . their scope th ' private resources 

lr po iCies and procedUres ,elr mechanisms d , and their impact an interactions, 
it upon arson control. 

, To ,improve unders tanding of how f' r ' , 
dlScover ways to reduce th f 1 e lnc1dents are classified t 
and t d e requency of flunk ' 0 

o etermine the effects of .h t ' ,nown cause" claSSifications 
w a classlflcation. ' 

* To improve d 
un erstanding of the arson investigatl'On 

- process. 
* To improve d 

dence. un erstanding of procedures f 
or handling phYSical eVi-

* To identify v i 
and failures. ar ous anti-arson effor.s and t 

w 0 assess their successes 

* To obtain ' f the ~n ormation on arson 
factors that lhfluence them. or arson-related arrest rates, and on 
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2 - ARSON DETECTION 
~ I 

RESPONDING TO THE ALARM 

Receipt ££ alarm 

The person calling in a fire alarm may be the only witness to the 
fire's early developmeht -- the caller, indeed, may be the arsonist. Ob
taining the individual's name, address, and telephone number is therefore 
standard procedure in all eight cities. As a convenience to investigators, 
one city also asks for his or her telephone number at work. 

.. 

Each dispatch cent,er has a tape recorder wi th time coding, so investi
gators can review the tapes for time sequences and other clues. Some inves
tigators made reviews in up to 50 percent or their cases; others did so only 
when circumstances seemed compelling. 

The police ~ 

Police officers can playa wide variety of roles at the fire scene, 
from crowd control to actively engaging in arsOn detection. 

Dispatch procedures in four cities called for the collateral dispatch 
of police and fire units; elsewhere, police were dispatched only when the 
officer in charge requested them. Some arson training (never more than four 
hours) is given to patrol personnel in all the cities. 

Procedural requirements differed greatly. In a few cities, crowd and 
traffic control was usually the only police fUnction at a fire. In other 
cities, police office~s initiated complaints and assisted fire department 
investigators by collecting evidence, taking the name and address of wit
nesses, or even interviewing witnesses and suspe.ots. In one city, fire 
investigators are fUll-fledged police officers; the patrol unit's function 
is restricted to detaining suspects for questioning and to transporting 
arrestees. In another city, patrol offioers were routinely used to secure 
the scene of a suspected arson, rather than maintaining a fire orew on 
scene. 

\ 
Fire unit response 

There can be little doubt that efforts to make fire fighters more 
observant -- en route and on s<~ene -- have been productive. Training in 
this subject ranges from three to twelve hours, with investigators unanimous 
in recommending additional time. Reports seldom mention, for example, that 
a fire fighter has noted the license number of a suspicious vehicle. Such 
events may be rare, may exist but go undocumented, or fire fighters may 
indeed require additional, reinforcing training in this area. 

Less progress has been made in formalizing observation procedures. 
Only three cities have standard operating procedures in this area. One city 
has codified the following responsibilities for fire fighters en route to 
the scene: 
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and vehicle description or description of per* Obtain license number 
sons leaving the scene. 

* Observe smoke and flame character. 

* Note the security elements of the property. 

* Note the dress and demeanor of any occupants. 

* Note other suspicious circumstances: multiple fire sets, holes 
til's unusual residues. between compartments, inoperative sprinklers, con a ne , 

* Preserve (but do not disturb or remove) any evidence found. 

FIR~ SCENE OPERATIONS 

Arson detection modifies and complicates the ~ormal 
Incorporating its requirements into standard behav~or at 
fire is therefore difficult. 

firefighting cycle. 
the scene of the 

have modified their tactics somewhat, and each has 
All eight cities to contribute to arson detection through their fi~e 

trained fir~ fighters ount of training is usually minor __ two to eight 
scene pract1ces. The am 't th t maintained records of all train-
hours, for recruits. (In, the, one C1,Yth ~f 25 subjects in the nutnber of 
ing aspects, arson ~etectlon ran~e~ ~"and "Aircraft Fire Protection and 
training hours, b~h1nd "Ropes l~ th n~i ~ies felt that training has improved 
Rescue. II) Invest1gators in a , , et d the deficiencies that tend to compro-' t aI's but has not el1m1na e 
1n recen ye Tl timated that fire suppression forces 
mise the eVide~ce of a:sdon. i~e~a~~ (generally 40-50 percent) cases of provide signif1cant eV1 ence 
arson. 

f ld ~ channel some of the At the fire scene, the challeng~ is two 0 d~t;~tion, and to limit the 
fire fighter's heightened aware~~~: ~~~~r:::~~n operations. Investigators 
destruction of evidence during r1ea.sons for lost or compromised evidence. In were surveyed to determine the 
order, the reasons seem to be: 

h 1 ("Overhaul" is the complete extinguishment of * Premature over au . d t i tivities as the fire, which typically involves such evidence- es roy ng ac 
pulling down ceilings and shoveling debris out of windows.) 

* Unnecessary fire suppression activity. 

* Failure to note suspicious conditions. 

* Removal of evidence. (Since such removal usually occurs during over-
be considered an allied problem). haul, this can 

* Failure of fire fighters to notify investigators. 

t easy to eliminate destruction of evidence. Interrupting what 
. It is no 'es ainst the fire fighter's nature. 

used to be a continuous operatlon ~o ~ting for an outsider to arrive and 
Then, too, fire fighte~s ~Ot~~to~~~~~i~~ especially while they are dressed 
conduct his or her par 0 , Cercainly in the eight Cities, 
in wet and perhaps freezing ~u~~~~tb~:~~n complaint~ about improper over
there appears to be an assofc ad layed response on the part of arson investihaul and a high frequency 0 e 
gators. 
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A related Pl"0blem is abandomnent of the fire scene. Common practice in 
the eight Cities is to maintain an engine company at the scene until the 
investigator arrives, but this policy may be ignored when the fire is minor 
or inVOlves an unOCCUpied structure, outdoor property, or a vehicle. It is 
conceivable that cases might be declined for prosecution because of lax 
security at the scene. 

DE'rERMINING CAUSE AND ORIGIN 

The audit of over 900 cases from the eight cities showed that about 20 
percent either lacked a final determination or the determination appeared to be flawed. 

~ ~ responSible ~ determinin& cause~ 

In three communities (the smaller Cities, as it happens) responsibility 
for the initial determination lies with the engine company offiClt~r in whose 
area the fire occurs. In another 'city, the duty falls to the officer of the 
first-in engine company. In tfte remaining Cities, the battalion chief is 
responsible for determining cause. 

Making a senior officer responsible for determining cause has many 
appealing featUres. It emphasizes the importance of this task, reduces 
training reqUirements and skill degradation (sinc~ fewer officers are in
vol ved j, and ties toget,her responsibility for fighting fires, preserving the 
scene, and determining cause. Not all jurisdictions will find it desirable 
to make battalion chiefs the primary determiners of cause and origin. How
ever, the researchers recommended that each city at least review this 
option. In the field, the battalion chief sets the standards for perform
ance, determines what issues are to be emphaSized, and is the final arbiter of what gets done. 

Standard operating £rocedur~ 

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) in this area tend to be out of 
date, to ignore important considerations, or, in several of the Cities, to be nonexistent. 

An exception is the fire department which directs the officer in 
charge:, "After saving life and controlling fire, begin seeking to determine 
the point of fire origin and the fire cause as the extinguishment process 
continues. Use discretion and care in overhauling in the vicinity of the 
pOint of origin. When the fire cause is in doubt, overhauling shall be 
delayed until ordered by the officer in charge." The order goes on to 
specify criter':lill for calling the fit"e investigator, noting that a delayed 
response can be expected at times. It directs the OIC to cooperate with the 
investigator before leaving the fire scene, exchanging all pertinent infor
mation and providing aSSistance, if requested, with overhauling the debris. 
Finally, it specifies how to secure the property, how to treat juveniles, 
and how to record and report findings. 

This process is complicated by the fact that the officer responsible 
for cause detetmination must also decide whether or not to call in a fire 
investigator. Some,of the cities resolve this problem by dispatching inves
tigators to vit"tually all fires. The others typically require the OIC to go 
through a decisionmaking process which begins with "sizing up" the arson 
Possibilities, much as he or ~he sized up the fire SUppression task. 
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If this first step does not make the choice clear, the OIC proceeds to 
"cause exploration," which may involve a survey of the l~ke~y sc 7ne of 
origin, discussion with other fire personnel, and intervl,ewl,ng wl,tnesses. 

If an investigator is not indicated, the OIC then proceeds to a third 
phase, making his or her own best determination of fire cause. 

Factors 19 the decision process 

Determining cause can be a complex and multi-faceted process, 01" i~ may 
re uire only a single telltale element. The number of factors, and thel,r 
weight, varies according to the circumstances of the fire, the ~ature ~f th~ 
loss, the degree of certainty as to cause, the experience and d~spositl,on 0 

the officer fire department policy, the sanctions for noncompll,ance~ and, 
the time ne~essary for the investigator to arrive and to conduct an l,nvestl,-
gation. 

~n a large percentage of fires, this decision is straightforwar~. 
Furth~rmore, if the decision is not to call ~n invest;i.gat~r, there wl,ll 
probably be repeated opportunities to reconsl,der -- say, l,n 8~-90 percent of 
11 fires The others require closer consideration of the eVl,dence and 
~ircumsta~ces, to strike a balance between calling inves~igators when they 
are required and not calling them unnecessarily. T~ese J~dgment calls,are 
easier when the department has a blanket policy of l,nvestl,g~tin~ all :l,res 
or all fires over a certain dollar loss, or when the investl,gatl,ve unl,t 
encourages officers to err on the side of caution. 

Among the influences upon the decision are 1) the de~artme~t's,tradi
tions and 2) the officer's motivations, attitudes toward l,nvestl,g~tl,on, , 
experience with the pool of investigators on duty, and past experl,ence wlth 
the disposition of similar cases. 

Evaluation ~ feedback 

Without evaluation and feedback, performance tends to de~rade over 
time, and additional training ~~d reinforcement b~come less 11,k~lY, 
Unfortunately, feedback is used infrequently in most of the citles. Some of 
the exceptions: 

't' d negative feedback. If an investi-* One city uses both POSl l,ve an 
, h be moved, this fact is noted in the gator determines that an l,tem as en 

~ t d the chief investigator may write a memo that travels down the 
repor ,an . 0 th· th I" hand fire chain of command to the fire fighter responsible. n e 0 e , . 
fighters who discover or observe suspicious circumstances areask7d to wrl,te 
out their observations, so that the department has a ready mechanlsm for 
recognizing their cOfltribution. 

* Another city improves the accuracy of the initial determination by 
conducting spot checks in about 10 percent of all fires ~ by pro~iding inves
tigativetraining to fire officers, and by encouraging lnformatlon exchange 
between investigators ~~d fire fighters. 

* In a third city the battalion chief and the fire investigator work 
togethe~ to determine ~ause,.and overhaul is delayed until both are satis
fied. If they disagree as to cause, both reports are forwarded. 
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INVESTIGATOR CALL-OUT AND RESPONSE 

At call-out, responsi bili ty shins from the fire suppression generalist 
to the investigative specialist from "downtown." In some departments, this 
step also marks a transition in responsibility from the fire department to 
the police department. 

Ideally, all fires would be investigated. The reality is that most 
will receive some degree of investigation and that a fraction will be 
thoroughly studied. The challenge is to ensure that this fraction is wisely 
chosen, so that the community uses its resources to the best effect. 

Discretion is exercised at three levels -- by the department, by the 
OIC, and by the responding investigator. 

Departmental discretion 

Managers can set a conservative call-out policy, relying on the OIC's 
"size-up" to trigger a call-out. With minor variations, six cities take 
this approach. It reduces staffing costs, permits the staff to perform non
investigative duties, maximizes the responsibility of the fire suppression 
officer, and allows resources to be concentrated on the most obvious cases. 
There are negative consequences as well. Marginal cases are less likely to 
be inVestigated, quality control is reduced, more fires are classified as 
being of undetermined origin, and the importance of arson detection is 
deemphasized. 

l Alternately, management can set a liberal call-out policy -- one that 
I aims for virtually all fires to be investigated by assigned personnel. Two 
1 cities took essentially this approach; The benefits are increased accuracy 
.\ in

f 
ddettermtiining 'dcaus~, troiutine lPretsderviation of evidence, a greater

i 
likelihood 

o e ec ng an reJec. ng inf a e nsurance claims, more expel' ence for 
I investigators, improved data, and fewer errors in determining cause and 
III making call-outs. The drawbacks are also real. They include investigator 

burnout, pressure to take shortcuts, a reduction in the fire crew's role in 
.\ determining cause, and fewer resources available for follow-on investiga

tions. 
\ 
\ I Fire officer discretion 
\ 
i 
I 

'I Ii r '~ 

Where the call-out policy is subject to interpretation, or the cause of 
the fire is clouded, the officer on the scene may well determine whether the 
fire is to be investigated. Influencing the decision are such factors as: .t i 

ii.. * The prospect of C\elays and complications. Call-out merY entdl a 
~.! delay while the investigator arrives (30 to 60 minutes in the smaller cities 
~' without 24-nour staffing, and also in the larger cities with long distances 

;/: to cover), and more delay while the investigation proceeds. If the fire 
: ( turns out to be arson, toe fire officer can expect to write reports and per

i haps to appear in court. 

* Previous experience with investigators. In one City, investigators 
had little expertise and prosecution seldom resulted, giving fire officers 

,:.:. little incentive to call them. In several cities, investigators complain of 
1 overwork ~- a discouraging message to the fire officer. 

* Clarity, consistency, and coherence of call-out procedures. With OXle 
: exception, SOPs in the eight cities fail to address one or more important 
I 9 
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points, such as thG situations that call for special handling, the distinc
tions between juvenile arson and "playing wi\)h matches," scene security, and 
definitions of "incendiary," "suspicious," and "undeterminea" cause. 

* Reinforcement techniques. Procedures are more likely to be followed 
when they are reinforced by command emphasis, recognition, peer influence, 
training, and in-service reminders. For example, one city has space on its 
incident report form to indicate whether an investigator was needed and 
called, so that the call-out decision becomes a part of the official record 
of every fire. 

* Incident-specific factors. Among these are the type of property (a 
fire in a trash container does not normally rate an investigation), its pre
fire condition (a fire in a vacant building is less likely to be investi
gated, even when incendiary in origin), characteristics of the fire officer 
(older officers may be less disposed to call an investigator), and such 
variables as the weather, the time of day, the current workload, and the 
area of the city. 

Investigator discretion 

Data from the retrospective audit suggests that investigators failed to 
respond, or mishandled the request, about as often as fire officers failed 
to call them. Among the reasons for these failures: 

* Workload. The investigator may be committed to another fire 91" en
,gage\d in other duties such as serving an arrest warrant. This factor is 
frequently cited by the investigators themselves, and is especially likely 
in larger cities, whic.h are more likely to have simultaneous fires. 

* Type of property. Investigators are clearly influenced by the type 
and condition of the property and by public pressures and concerns. Thus, 
the analysis showed a 100 percent response to fires in schools, 81 percent 
to residential fires, 53 percent to fires in automobiles, and 32 percent to 
trash-container fires. 

* Degree of damage. The data shows a 90 percent investigation rate for 
fires involving more than $10,000 in damage, 68 per'cent where the dollar 
loss ranged from $100 to $1,000, and 38 percent where there was no financial 
loss at all. However, degree of damage appears to be a secondary influence 
as compared to the type of property. 

* Organizational factors. The number of investigators, their shift 
arrangements and schedules, overtime prOVisions, other duties, and unit 
morale -- all influence the response rate. In one city, the night investi
gator has the option of deferring an investigation to the following morning. 
Another cH.y recognizes the investigator's right to respond to a fire even 
when not formally summoned. 

~':::; 

* Factor~ specific to the incident (e.g., 
investigated ~r or to the investigator (e.g., an 
may be less 'Jager to respond to call-out). 

* * * 

a cross-burning may not be 
individual near retirement 

Most of the cities have written call-out procedures that do not conform 
to current practice. While word-of-mouth modifications have proved effec
tive in some cases, written modifications are probably better. 
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. Once brought up to dat 

~~~~ l~; :e;~~~a;review ~h~~l~a;~;~~~e P~~c::~~e~u;~ou~d be adjusted per iod-
investigate less ;~tem2~bJectives shOUld be partJof~~~~ctio~s. Considera_ 
gators or a reconsi~n ti percent of their fires probab~ reVlew. Cities that 
of cities which have era o~ of their call-out proced y,need more investi_ 
all fires) but are e a s~t~s:actory inVestigation ra~re~, the same is true 
or related complai txper~enc~ng investigator fatigu e say 35 percent of 

n s. e, poor clearance rates , 

CLASSIFIGA nON AND REPORTING 

The detection phase end 
r~cord serves as an intern 1 s whe~ the inCident has been 
t~cal data, and meets Ie la arc~~ve, is Used for th documented. The 

ga and ~nsurance needs. e compilation of statis-

Seven of the cities have 
f~r reporting fire incidents adopt~d the 902 F form 
tlons in Coding convent. . Desp~te this seeming a~ their baSic document 
Typically, reporting' lons and practices make ~lformity, local varia-

~s a three-step process: compaplson very difficult. 

1) At the scene the OIC 
owners or occupants '. notes the firets circumst 
and origin if kn ' ~nsurance circumstances th t. ances, the names of 
station, the Off~~;; ;nd the actions taken t~ fi;h~st~:a;~d loss, the cause 
dent report efers to these notes whil " ~re. Back at the 
nu~erical C~d:sp;~~e;~ ~~at requires entering s~o~~m~~;!!:~ ~~ fire i~ci-
trained in this lnes of data. Often enou SUpplYlng 
it to someone el::~k, not motivated to perform itg~ho;~~g~ifiCer may not be 

2) The form is 
officer's Superior. 
terest is lacking or 

reviewed for 
Here again, 
training is 

y, or delegates 

accuracy and completeness b 
the reqUirement may be l' Y the reporting 
inSUffiCient. s 19hted because in-

3) Copies of the re 
fire prevention bur port are sent to fire head uart 
coming part of the ~:~' ~here it is reviewed for c~dingers and routed to the 
as a result of the fir a ,ase . At the same time informa~~curacy before be-

e lnvestigation. ' lon may be updated 

In the retrospectiVe a d' 
dent codes did not u ~t, some 10 percent of th ' , 
~nternal inconsiste~~:: with the written information ~n l~~tial fire inci~ 
lsts, and it is unli were not caught by superiors e reports. These 
eral level. Qualit kely that they were later detected or the data speCial-
three smaller depar~m~~~trol seems espeCially defiCient a;n the ~tat~ ~r Fed-
The same cities ac c s ac counted for 78 percent of sma 1 c~bes: 
fire officer failedo~ted for about 57 percent of th the observed errors. 
cedures. 0 complete an inCident rep t e case~ in which the 

or as requlred by local pro-

Beyond the need t d 
public information th 0 f~cument fire inCidents for officl'al 
impr it ,e lre serVice c records and for 

ove s own performance U f an Use documentation to measure and 
confidence in the ac . n ortunately, fire ser ' 
the data base On t~uracy of these reports before thv~ce managers must have 
managers have'used the,other hand, accuracy seems to ey can fully utilize 
accurate. ell" influence to fnsure that th co~e only after the 

. .. e fleld reports ar-e 

The problem is illustrated 
frequently aSSOCiated with h' by the "undetermined" 
or is cause d ' 19h-loss fires. Are cause, which is so 

un etermlned because the these sUccessful arsons destruction was so complete? The ' 
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, the files. Many "undetermined II fires answer, as it happens, is already 1n but the J'urisdiction lacks, a,ny t investigation, t are resolved by a subsequen, d The procedure in many C1 1es 
' f updating 1tS recor s. , t' tor reliable mechan1sm or II d t rmined" whenever an 1nves 19a 

is for fire officers to put d~wn u~iehepercentage of such findings (36.7 
is called out, thus guarantee1n~har e~treme some cities do not provide a 
percent in one city). At the 0, ~ m a'rate near zero. These extre~es 
code for "undetermined," thus g1 V1ng the bly close to the National F1re 

C'ties that adhere reasona to seem unnecessary. 1 , t 1 and updating procedures seem 
Protection Association's,cod1ng pr? O~~terminedll rates petween 1 percent and have lit.tle trouble keepwg their un 
3 percent. 

, es ecially "children playing A related problem is abuse of term1n010gYu~ingP"SUSPiCiOUS II when the 
th t minology abuses are t wi th matches. II 0 er er 'II d the use of the lat tel" erm 

situation clearly calls for, lIinc~n~1~~~~ S~~h as burning leaves or rubbish. when the fire is a non-host11e V10 a ~ 

These are classification problems 
and quality control. Fire departments 
tions of their review procedures: 

which can be eliminated by training 
might well ask the following ques-

1 'fying and reporting * Is the procedure for c ass1, t Is? 
and does it accord with state and nat10nal pro oco 

fire cause complete, 

* Does practice conform with the procedure? 

1 1 references, and do * Do fire officers have access to stat~i~~ a~~:es about coding? 
they have qualified assistance, when a ques 

1 measures in place, an w a * Are quality contro d h t types of errors are 
they catching or missing? 

, , s ensure that the initial report is updated * Does the ed1 hng proces ddt the sta te data collection agency? and the updated information forwar e 0 

, 'to asilsist the command in acquiri~ * Are battalion off1cers tra1ned 1 an active role in the qual1ty reliable data about fires, and do they p ay 
control process? 

management for planning, budgeting, and * Is the resulting data used by 
and if not, why not? 

training, orientation, 
and editing data? 

, 
f fire fighters? * Is fire reporting part of the promotional exams or 

quality-control improvements? * Does command enforce 
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3 - ARSON INVESTIGATION 

The investigative process can be divided into on-scene and follow-up 
phases. In the first phase the investigator attempts to establish that the 
fire was of incendiary and malicious origin, and if POSsible to identify the 
person or persons with the exclusive opportunity to set the fire. 

COORDINATION AND CONTROL AT THE SCENE 

Bystanders, fire fi~hters, and police officers are commonly at the 
scene When the investigato~ arrives. One of the investigator's prime mis
sions is to maintain and enhance this reserVoir of information. For exam
ple, one investigator routinely picks up coffee and doughnuts for the fire 
crew while en route to the scenej'another makes a point of visiting fire 
stations from time to time I to talk about the investigative aspects of 
fires they have responded to. The study team also found repeated instances 
Where the courtesies had been ignored and relations were strained. 

Once at the scene, the investigator exchanges information with the 
fire officer in charge, coordinates with the police, obtains the owner's or 
occupant's consent for a search, directs removal of debris, provides for 
scene security, and briefs the fire officer on the preliminary findings and 
on reqUirements for reporting, overhaUl, and security. 

The researchers found that Slightly more than 10 percent of the cases 
in the audit had control and coordination problems. The most obvious weak
ness is the fire officer's failure to comply with SOPs (6.4 percent of 
cases). Allied to this is the failure of the fire officer's report to docu
ment cause (2 percent). Flaws involVing fire scene contamination, premature 
overhaUl, delayed notification of investigators, and allowing witnesses to 
leave the scene prematurely (totaling 2 percent) appear to be relatively infrequent. 

The cities with complete procedural guides for fir~-scene coordination 
aVeraged 3.25 errors in the retrospective audit. Cities without adequate 
SOPs had an average of 17.6 errors -- a significant difference. However, it 
is POSsible that inSUfficient training or inadequate reinforcement contri
buted to the error rate in these Cities. 

THE FIRE SCENE INVESTIGATION 

Three cities have separate fire and police investigative units, two 
have a Single arson unit (based either in the fire department or the police 
department), and three have Joint agencies. Each of these organizational 
profiles has its 0"'10 advantages and disadvantages. . 

In the survey of 906 cases, fire investigators collected the lion's 
share of all eVidence -- about 78 percent. In collecting evidence of incen
diary origin, they were active in virtually every instance. (Note that the 
sample includes cases which were not determined to be instances of arson. 
The police activity level rises When only arson cases are conSidered, but 
never approaches that of fire investigators.) 
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Onl th~ee of the arson units had up-to-d~te 
y t t dition of relying on dr111 the fi~e departmen ra . 
A the candidates for SOP coverage. lines. mong 

* Call-out procedures. 

SOPs, probably becaus~ of 
instead of written gU1de-

with fire suppression personnel, police * Standards for coo~dinating 
and evidence technicians. patrol officers, 

, ' , including exterior and interior 
* Standards for on-scene mvest~gat10n'd thet non-structural property. 

search and special practices for vehlcles an 0 

* Inte~view procedures. 
handling, testing, and custody. * Evidence collection, preservation, 

b 1 the age of intent. * Processing juveniles, including those e ow 

* Processing subjects who are mentally ill. 
t h'ng and diagraming 

standards (report writing; pho ograp 1 * Documenta tion 
the scene). 

* Search and seizure. 

* Subpoena po\.ers, if any. 

* Arrest procedures. 

* Scene security. 
~esponsibilities and other special circum* Multiple crime scene • 

stances. 

Such as the district attorney, arson * Involvement of special resources 
task force, and the FBI. 

\ t· t've units might review 
As a starting point ~fire d, epartment inves 19a 1 'fic to the 

, d in formulating procedures spec1 
police department SOPs, as an a1 
arson unit. 

number of procedural errors in on-scene 
The audit of c~ses re~~:l~s~ common (15.2 percent of the samp~e) were 

investigative practlces. f f ct and the reported conclus10ns 
inconsistencies between stateme~ts 0 ,at ' however did not routinely 

" These lnconS1S enc1es, ' 't about cause and orlg1n. d d more impo~tant error was no 
thwart development of the case. A seconf an e with a fUrther investigation. 

l' . ry determination 0 caus . Wh n following a pre 1mlna i tigative response whatsoever. e 
Related to this was the la:k of anYbO~~:~ investigations occurred in 19.2 
combined with follow-uP fal~ures ~ a arate fire and police arson units had 
percent of the ·sample. Cit1es w1th se~ se with a single unit lodged in 
an average of 22 coordination failure~, 1~h~ failures' and those with a joint 
the fire 01'" police department averag~he s~mple is to~ small to draw the 
arson agency average 9.9. However, 
obvious conclusion. 

Collecting Ehysical evidence 
, h th fire's cause, identify the person 

Physical evidence can estab11s e i t'on However it is also true 
who set it, and speed prosecution and conv c 1 • , 
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that few arson cases are solved on the basis of physical evidence alone. 
Many arsons leave no physical evidence; the results of evidence testing may 
not be available until the active investigation is over; and only a small 
fraction of case files show defense attorneys questioning the physical evi
dence or the investigator's finding of arson. Itnprovements in collection 
and testing techniques, therefore, will not always translate into improved 
clearance and conviction rates. They are useful mostly as a tool to open a 
case, seldom to dispose of it. 

Single-agency communities appear to be slightly more active in collect
ing physical evidence, while two-agency cities appeal'" to be least active. 
In foul'" cities, fire depattment investigators were more active in recovering 
physical evidence; three cities maintained a rough balance between fire and 
police personnel; and the remaining city relied almost exclusively on evi
dence technicians to perform this task. There appears to be a correlation 
between fire department dominance and a high activity level in the collec
tion of eVidence, but this high activity level does not necessarily result 
in more items of evidence being discovered. 

The researchers concluded that ignorance of investigative procedure is 
less of a problem that in the past. However, carrying out these procedures 
still leaves something to be desired. Coffee cans are still frequently used 
for the storage of flammable liquids. On the whole, storage practices were 
marginal in the units operated by fire departments; these units might well 
seek guidance from a .law enforcement agency, a sister arson unit, or the 
guidelines published by national anti-arson organizations .. 

The following evidentiary items were collected in the eight cities: 

Flammable liquid containef 
Debris with hyd~ocarbon 
'~iscellaneous oth@r" 
Flammable liquid sample 
Fire bomb components 
r~atch or hand-held lighter 
Latent fingerprints 
Explosive device 
Electrical appliance 
Electrical cord 

NUMBER 
50 
46 
40 
23 
14 
12 
11 
5 
1 
1 

PERCENT 
25.0% 
23.0% 
20.0% 
12.5% 
7.0% 
6.0% 
5.5% 
2.5% 
0.5% 
0.5% 

Note that arson investigators are far more likely to obtain flammable liquid 
materials (evidence pointing to cause) than they are to discover fingerprints 
(evidence pointing to identity). 

Of the 200 items, testing was not required in 42 instances, and there 
were 75 instances in which the requi~ed tests were not performed, not· re
ported, or not retained in the files. Thus, firm outcomes were obtainable 
in only 82 instances -- a finding suggesting room for improvement in the 
maintenance of records. The researchers found that, of every 10 instances 
of positive test results, 4 aided in determining cause and origin, 2 assis
ted in follow-up investigation, 2 p~omoted prosecution, 1 did not materially 
aid the investigation, and in 1 case the evidence was compromised. 

The audit indicated that insufficient physical evidence was collected 
in 83 of the 909 cases -- a deficiency rate of about 9 percent, third high
est in the on-scene phase of arson control. Another 50 cases were flawed 
by the failure to gather sufficient evidence in follow-up investigations, 
failure to use analysis equipment, or contamination of the evidence (usually 
by fire fighters). 
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In summary, the researchers found definite improvements in the collec
tion and processing of physical evidence, in large part because of Federal 
help with training, equipment purchase, testing service, and how-to aids. 
Nevertheless, the error rate can be further reduced. Stronger unit adminis
tration and closer supervision of investigative practices will help, as will 
additional equipment. Unit administrations should review their files to 
identify on-scene investigative procedures that need reinforcing, additional 
training, or command directives. The review may also reveal the need fOl' 
better maintenance of test results in the files. The use of evidence tech
nicians, if dependably available to the unit I can supplement fire inve,stiga
tors' skills in fingerprint collection, photography, and like specialties. 

Collecting testimonial evidence 

Testimonial evidence -- an eyewitness account, a confession, or incon
sistencies in defendant's account -- is prized for its legal weight. In
deed" some prosecutors refuse to go to trial without an eyewitness or a con
fession. Testimony is also important to the arson unit manager. Next to 
determining cause and origin, collecting testimonial evidence' is the most 
frequent, difficult, and energy-intensive on-scene activity. 

Of the organizational profiles in the study, cities with two distinct 
arson units show the greatest success in gathering testimonial evidence (143 
items per city). Those with a single unit lodged in the fire or police 
department gather the least (102 per city), Two-tier systems also average 
more on-scene and follow-up arrests than do single-agency ~i' joint units. 

The researchers also counted the number of witness statements in the 
case files in an effort to determine the activity levels of fire and police 
investigators. Of 647 recorded interviews and statements, fir~ investiga
tors took part in 74 percent, a ratio which suggests that considerable 
stress should be placed on the testimonial collection skills of fire inves
tigators. Suggestive, 'too, is the fact that the city in which police inves
tigators are most active (collecting 46 percent of all testimonial items) 
shows a high arrest level. What is not known is whether the arrest level is 
cause or effect. 

Questioning witnesses and suspects requires the mastery of several 
legal issues, the skilled employment of psychology, and a salesman's intui
tion about which contacts to pursue. Typically, the process begins with an 
informal interview with the fire suppression officer, who may identify fire 
fighters with specific information and report conversations with the proper
ty owner, occupants, witnesses, or bystanders. The investigator must then 
decide which of these leads to follow up, who should conduct the interview 
or whether the interview should perhaps be delayed to a later time (prompt 
interviews are more productive, but this must be weighed against the need to 
evaluate the scene and let fire crews complete thei~ duties). Then, too, 
the investigator must know the fine line between an interview and an inter
rogation, and when Miranda warnings become necessary. 

Once the "hot" testimonial leads are completed, the investigator must 
consider the benefits of a neighborhood canvass. The audit showed many in
stances, usually involving fire department personnel, where the investigator 
appeared reluctant to take on this chore. It appears that canvasses may be 
more productive in smaller communities, and that such programs as Neighbor
hood Watch are beginning to increase the citizen's role in crime control. 
In any event, all cities need careful management to get the best return on 
the effort required for a neighborhood canvass. 
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Overall, the better-performing iti . , 
features: use of personnel with t ~ es exhlblt some or several of these 
tion, extensive training int ~ a ent for interviewing, police participa
ailowing testimonial cOliecti~~s~~~l~n~geme~t of resources, and a policy of 
tending to jeopardize case dev 1 soma ure on the job. Situations 
suspect's right to hav~ ale opment include: 1) failure to respect the 
payments unless occupa~ts a:;~:rtpreseni and 2) threats to delay insurance 
gators appeal" to rely too heavil 0 a po ygraph test. Indeed, fire investi-
on-scene interrogation with y on polygraph examinations as Opposed to 
cases that cool off fO; lack ~~n~~i~~~:u;~heduling problems, no-shows, and 

t What form does testimonial evidence take? The table shows 
ypes of testimonial eVidence were reported in the 909 thhOwe often 11 

Owner-occupant statement 
Witness statement 
Fire fighter statement 
Suspect interview 
Out-of-court confeSsion 
Bystander statement 
Other statement 
Informant statement 
Police patrol statement 
Employee statement 
Surveillance report 

NUMBER 

281 
221 
157 
110 
77 
60 
37 
26 
16 
6 
3 

cases in audit: 

PERCENT 

28.3% 
22.2% 
15.8% 
11. 1% 
7.9% 
6.0% 
3.6% 
2.6% 
1.6% 
0.6% 
0.3% 

Of the total number of investi ati 646 
of testimonial items therefore gave~~:~ t a~e arson inCidents; the number 
It appears that activity is concentr t S ou 0 approximately 1.5 per case. 
inv~stigator. Cases that strike theai~~e!~,ca~es that seem important to the 
of solution are less likely to have te t' l~a 01" as haVing little prospect 
less likely to have the eVidence docum:n~:~~ al eVidence taken, and even 

The main value of testimonial e id ' 
suspects in the case. In the ei ht ~i ence lS to develop one or more 
through on-scene testimony 231 g t!es, 247 suspects were identified 
86 were arrested at the sc~ne a~:r~4ac ual~y named by the statement givers, 
cates that statement givers 'ss w7re lnterrogated there. This indi-
suspects, and that a Signifi~ntess a hlgh degree of familiarity with the 
ty takes place at the scene. portion of arrest and interrogation activi-

The researchers also looked at on-scene 
T~ey found 165 errors, the most common being errors in collecting testimony. 
Vlews in a timely manner (71 cases) S the failure to conduct inter-
environs for Witnesses (69 cases) 'Th,edconid is failure to canvass the fire 
the S b f . 11" S permitting Witnesses t 1 cene e ore being interviewed (25 cases). 0 eave 
have fewer problems in these areas es ec' The smaller cities seem to 
the greater anonymity of larger cit' p lallY the first, perhaps because 
cause arson units in larger citi leD ~~mpers the interView process, or be
more Simultaneous fires and sim~~a:r~iflf~delrte~ by greater travel distances, 

I lCU les posed by size. 
Collectin~ Circumstantial evidence 

and 
the 
can 

One of the most enduring myths relatin t 
prosecution are extremely difficult b g 0 ~~son is that investigation 
fire. In fact, arson __ es eCiall ecause, e evidence is consumed in 
sUccessfully be combat ted b~ t h r a~son llnked to insurance fraUd --

ec n ca expertise in analyzing incendiary 
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materials and determining point of origin, coupled with the investigative 
techniques traditionally used in solving complicated fraud cases. 

Among the leads that can enable an arson investigator to develop and 
establish circumstance evidence that a fire was deliberately set: 

* The presence of incendiary material. 

* Multiple points of origin. (Insurance policies generally provide 
repair or renovation unless the property is a total loss i the owner who 
wants to "sell the property to the insurance company" will usually start 
several fires in order to ensure a total loss.) 

for 

* Fire origin in t e ." h middle of a ~oom (awa\\ from combustible materials) 
often decla~e the structure a total loss if the or in the attic (insurers • 

roof has been destroyed). 

* Fires on holidays or • at hou~s when occupants are normally away (the 
arsonist tends to shun witnesses and avoid injuries that could trigger a 
more intensive investigation). 

* Fires in vacant buildings (which seldom burst spontaneously into 
flame). An arson investigation is indicated when tenants ~ave recently 
evicted or an owner-occupant has recently vacated the premlses. 

been 

* Recent removal of valuable objects (sometimes including electrical 
and plumbing fixtures). 

* A recent sale (property values are often inflated through repeated 
which Can be detected through an examination of public IIpaper" transactions 

records) . 

* Habitual or multiple claims by the same individual. 

* Recently obtained insurance or mortgage loans (in the latter case, 
bl t the lende ~, and the owner receives the IIprofit ll beinsurance is paya eo. 

fore the fire occurs). 

A review of appellate cases from the jurisdictions covered by this 
study shows that circumstantial evidence is frequently sufficient to support 
and sustain a conviction for arson. In one Texas case, for example, the 
reviewing court affirmed a conviction of a restaurant owner where the evi
dence showed that 1) he was present just before the restaurant burned, 2) he 
told customers and employe'es that his restaurant would be 7losed that day I 
3) he was seen to leave the fire scene hurriedly, 4) hie trled to conceal his 
whereabouts on that day, 5) there was insurance coverage on the building, 
and 6) volatile material was found at the scene. 

Report preparation 

T 0 often investigative reports are either nonexistent or seriously 
defici~nt. In'their survey, the researchers noted the following problems: 

* Report incomplete or missing. 

* Failure to document corpus (the facts of the crime) and the investi
gative activities that eliminated accidental causes. 

* Documentation that is internally inconsistent or which contains con
flicting staternent~s of fact. 
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* Failure to update or close out case file. 

* Inadequate file maintenance. 

In one of the stUdy sites, fully 25 percent of the files are incomplete 
or misSil'lg. Few of the existing reports are dated i others show delays of up 
to four months between the investigation and the write-up. At anoth~r site 
it was noted that the fire investigators seem to lack a basic understanding 
of the rules of evidence and probable cause, and are thus unable to prepare 
adequate follow-up reports. Since probable cause is necessal~ to obtain an 
arrest warrant, search warrant, or indictment, the entire prosecution may be 
jeopardized by failing to set forth the necessary evidence. Elsewhere the 
investigators reach conclUsions unsupported by the evidence' take a re~ ipsa 
loguitur (lithe thing speaks for itself II ) attitude toward th~ probablecause' 
or fail to document their observations and the steps they took to pursue ' 
leads, thus prompting the prosecutor to decline the case. 

To be sure, most cases presented to the prosecutor need no finely 
argued exposition of cause. ~hey end in arrest because the suspect is iden
tified by an eyewi tness or because the suspect confesses. Even in these 
cases, however, well-organized and well-developed reports help supervisors 
evaluate solvability factors, monitor case developments, and assess inves
tigator performance. 

THE FOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION 

Follow-up investigation is the fourth stage of the arson control pro
cess. In the sample of cases, 43 percent entered this phase, and about half 
of these were eventually cleared by arrest or other disposition. The analy
sis revealed several factors bearing upon case outcome. 

With respect to organizational profile, two-tier systems have a slight
ly higher percentages of cases reaching the follow-up stage and of cases 
ending in clearance. 

In one city, fire investigators customarily handled all aspects of the 
follow-up investigation. Elsewhere, they often played a leading role in 
searching for documentary evidence, interviewing witnesses, and interroga
ting suspects. In all but two cities, it was common for fire investigators 
to take part in arrests and in search and seizure activities. The high 
level of fire investigator involvement underlines the need for these indi
viduals to be qualified through training and experienc~e in what are usually 
considered to be police procedures: 

Fire suppression personnel 
Fire investigators 
Police investigators 
Police patrol officers 
Joint or unknown 

TOTALS 

ON-SCENE ARRESTS 
Number 

5 
24 
15 
39 

Percent 

3% 
12% 

7% 
20% 

42% 

FOLLOW-UP ARRESTS 
Number 

47 
34 
22 

8 

111 

Percent 

24% 
18% 
11% 

4% 

57% 
There is a clear association between organization profile and the 

degree of fire investigator involvement. With exceptions, fire investiga
tors make the most at'rest.s in single-agency units and the least in two-tier systems. 
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Civilian personnel may in the future play an incl'easing role in the 
follow-up investigation. In states with immunity statutes, insurance ad
justers can provide much useful information: the name of the building's 
owner, the amount of insurance in force, the date insurance coverage was 
obtained, and the history of premium payments and previous claims. An 
accountant can review such mattersl3.s financial statements, tax returns, 
assets under lien, liquidity and current earnings ratio, source of funds, 
changes in inventory 1evels, internal loans, delays in paying bills or 
taxes, increases in bank overdrafts, and issues of improper invoices for 
the purpose of obtaining funds. 

A danger to specialized investigative units is that they can become 
isolated from other criminal justice resources. Arson units might well 
arrange with other units to handle overflow situations (one city in the 
stuay has a standing arrangement to borrow burglary unit personnel when 
arson investigators are overloaded) or to take over certain types of routine 
cases (another city reassigns minor cases of youthfu~ arson to juvenile 
detectives). 

Complex, economically-motivated arsons compose a small fraction of all 
cases -- about 6 percent in the case sample. For this reason, the collec
tion of documentary evidence is the exception rather than the rule, with the 
most frequent activity being ·the search for a criminal record (l! 3 percent of 
such actions). Other activities include reviews of recent business history 
(1l! percent), recent legal actions (9 percent), and insurance coverage (7 
percent) . OVt;\rall, th~se acti vi ties involve only 10 percent of the arson 
investigations sampled. 

Fire investigators and police investigators are equally likely to in
terrogate suspects, although the ratio varies from city to city. Only two 
units have qualified polygraphers assigned to them. Three units (all based 
in fire departments) lack adequate interview facilities. 

Search and arrest warrants are normally prepared by police personnel 
and submitted through police channels. However, fire investigators often 
~ccompany the patrol officers or detectives when they execute the warrants. 

When the researchers analyzed grounds for arrest, they found that 
physical evidence is the basis for only 15 percent of all arrests. (More 
likely: a positive identification of a suspect and/or a confession.) The 
time between the initial investigation and the arrest is generally short 
of all cases ending in arrest, 62.5 percent are cleared in less than six 
days, 77.5 percent in less than ten days. As for the time required to 
complete the arson investigation, 1l!.5 percent of the cases for which this 
information was available require less than an hour, 30 percent require less 
than four hours, and 69 percent take ten hours or less. Of cases requiring 
extended investigation, the largest share (13.6 percent) took between 21 and 
40 man-hours of work. 

The researchers then "worked the data" to learn more about the results 
obtained in follow-up investigations, with the following tentative conclu
sions: 
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* When ranked oy degree of 
formers tend to be' found in th f~~C department involvement, the best per-
sites Where fire investigatorsea~~odle of the ranking. Specifically, the 
of follow-up activity tend to have ~~; ;01" between 40 percent and 70 percent 
otherWise. The sites with hi h ost cases cleared by arrest or 
vol vement tend to have lower gl er or lower levels of ·fire department in-

, t c earance rates Thi b saY1ng hat those units in which in ti . s may e another way of 
and fire personnel tend to show th vbes tgative chores are shared by police 

e es resul ts. 

* Case outcomes do not ~eem to 
of the loss. For example 
percent more likely to end 

be strongly related to the dollar value 
cases with losses of $10,000 or more are onl one 
in clearance than are those with nominal los~es. 

* OVer the thl'ee-year period there i . 
Pi~e an increase in fires reported to be sfa decline 1n of clearances, des
~h1S apparent anomaly may be the result 0 suspicious or incendiary origin 
1nterest in arson. ~ of better record-keeping and greate; 

* While the unit workload is oin 
declining as new investigat g g up, the individual workload is 
th ors are added Th d Ii . ere fore even more striking • e ec ne 1n clearances is 
. t on an individual ba i 
1S hat new investigators are less prod ti t s s. A pOssible explanation 
colleagues. Other POssible contrib ti uc ve han their more experienced 
ticated, investigators are working ~or~gdf~ctors: arsonists are mo~e sophis-
are relying less on such explanations " hf~cult cases, or invest1gators 

. as c 11dren playing with matches." 
* V . ar1ances in individual workload 

yearly averages ranging from 28 to 199 are great7r than expected, with 
workloads were lowest in sin 1 cases per 1nvestigator. Individual 
and highest in cities with g e-agency cities (46.5 cases per investigator) 
per investigator). separate fire and police arson units (1l!l! cases 

~ There is a positive correlation [.57J 
and h1gh investigator caseloar! averages. between higb clearance rates 

* The cities with the hi he t 
gations are both major metro gli~ and lowe~t arrest rates per 100 investi-
similar manp 1 po an areas w1th two-tier arson units and 
than the wayO~~rWh~V~lS. Thus, organizational profile is less important 

c personnel are managed. 

Finally, the researchers eval ua ted th , 
practices to determine the Sourc d f e cities follow-up investigative 
proved to be the most freqUentlye ~ r~quency of errors. Missing records 
siderable defiCiency and one whi °hserve error, at 11.4 percent -- a con
files may contain other deficienc~e canT~istQrt the data, since the missing 
failure to interview suspects (8 s. t e second most frequent error is the 
review file records or otherw1' Phercken of the cases). Third is. ,failure to 
w t d se c ec for a tie in wh th .' arran e such a check (7 4 p I" t - en e C1r'cumstances 
gather suffiGient testimo~ialee~~~en of f~e2cases). Fourth is the·failure to 
in this final category seem to b ce • percent of the cases). Errors 
vol vement by police detectives. e most common in those cities .with low in-
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STANDARD FOLLOW-UP PRACTICES 

A complex arson case may req~ire 
these follow-UP procedures, all of 

* Visit the fire scene 

* Confer with insurance company 

* Determine motive 

* Prepare evidence a~d tes~ab 
requirements; submlt to 

* Confer with prosecutor 

* Obtain search warrant 

, to suspect * Give Miranda warnlng 

* Obtain statement 

f lab' * Obtain evidence rom , 
maintain chain of custodY 

* Prepare prosecutional file 

* Testify at preliminary hearings 

* Issue subpoenas to individuals 
and institutions 

~ --.I... 

~ Testify in cour~ 

* Update case records 

to Perform many or, 
the investig::l.tor 

analyze financial records * Review and 
d of possible * Obtain police recor s 

suspect 

* File supplementary reports 

* Submit complaint request and 
supporting evidence 

* Locate suspect 

* Serve search warrant 

t administer * Interrogate suspec i 
polygraph test 

t . arrange for booking * Arrest suspec , 

* Obtain photOgraphS of' scene 

, t and bond hearings * Attend arralgnmen 

* Testify before grand jury 

* Review notes and confer with 
prosecutor 

~ Dispose 
cDurt 

ARSON-FaR-PROFIT 

C of arson-for-profit 
ases ks' 

following additi~nal tas ' 
;} 

* Requisition insurance 
information 

investigator to perform the 
may require-;\the 

i 1 title, and * Obtain other financ a , 
mortgage information 

t ' flow charts 
'th experts in insurance, * Confer Wl f' Ids 

* Develop investiga lve 

finance, and related le 

----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------
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MANAGEMENT AND PERSONNEL ISSUES 

One of!{he clearest findings from this research is the neeci to improve 
the management-of arson units at all levels -- system, department,_ unit, and 
case. Ideally, arson control would be planned, managed, and evaluated as a 
cooperative system. The reality is otherwise. Some of the cities have one 
or more aspects of a modern management system; others lack even rudimentary 
administrative tools. Most units are without specific goals and objectives, 
basic performance data, or routine mechanisms to evalu~te performa,nce. 
Where written goals exist'vthey tend to be merely a paper exercise 'I 0)111y 
one, unit reports its pr-ogress toward goals on a quarterly basis, aht:l--~ven 

these measures do not appear to be used by the department to monitor unit 
performance. 

Per-sonnel mana~ement issues include staffing arrangements, recruitment, 
training, retention, and ,assessing performance. 

Staffing arrangements 

Shift scheduling is the most common concern among investigators, 
affecting not only morale but also case integrity. Fire department arson 
units tend to follow the 24-hour shifts of their parent organizations; 
police units tend to use 8-hour shifts. The 24-hour shift can lead to 
unsound investigative practices in high-run units, as investigators tire 
toward the end of the shift; it also increases the likelihood that a case 
will grow cold before the investigator returns to duty" or be lost in the 
course of assignment to another lnvestigator. In two-tier cities, different 
shifts for fire investigators and police detectives can lead to coordination 
problems. Finally, seniority and other restrictions may complicate the 
ability of unit managers to assign personnel to particular teams or shifts. 

A related question is what constitutes adequate staffing levels, espec
ially in units whose investigators have multiple job assignments. The dif
ficulty of obtaining adequate staff may be compounded when ar-son control is 
not a top priority for the parent organization. 

Recruitment 

Fi"'e at'1Q palice departments commonly po~~ department-wide announcements 
of vacancies in arson units; some seek bids ti~ seniority, and others simply 
assign personnel. None advertises openings outside the department. The 
usual prerequisites: that the new fire investigator have specified time in 
service (5 departments), be a volunteer (5), pass a written test (3), 
possess seniority (1), or- have previous experience in fir-e prevention (1). 
None of the units attempts to assess investigative aptitude in any real 
sense, and the effectiveness of a new investigator seems to be unrelated to 
previously-demonstrated capabilities. Thus, fire departments should con
sider adopting probationary periods and measures for rookie investigators. 
Police arson investigators, by contrast, are easier- to evaluate on the basis 
of past performance. 

Training 

Six of the eight fire inve~tigative units lack formal standards for 
initial and continuing edUcation, five of the six police agenCies have no 
specific training requirements for arson investigators. In-service re
fresher training, such as that presented during roll call in some police 
departments, would be an inexpensive place to start. 
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in rogram during the study, and 
One city embarked on a cross-tr~inde~e~tives noted improvements in 

both the fire investigators and police H 1" they did not feel that a 
t as a result. oweve, t truly their working arrangemen s t ield investigators tha are ' "ride-along II program was enough 0 Y 

sJ.mple, d in fire and police procedures. cross-traine 

Retention 

, ta on the job long enough to pa~s the 
Ideally, investJ.gators would s l~ that their performance,beg~ns to 

threshold of competency, but not SOt ~at five yea~s of investJ.gatJ.ve ,ex
drop off. The present study suggesb: r of arrests __ more time on the ~ob 
perience results in the largest num Yearly attrition rates for fJ.re 
than the average investigator po:~~s~~s~OO percent; for police arson detec
investigators range from 10 perc a ercent to 100 percent over the three 
tives, the turnover ranges from 5 p 
years of the study. 

" 0 be high in the investigator's, 
The question of promotion ~s lJ.~elL~_tier systems are least likely to 

mind. Generally, police detectJ.ves J.n ent to arson investigation; investiga
have their careers suffer from ~ssi~nm d to view their jobs as a calculated 
tors assigned to joint arson unJ.ts e~ re much more likely to find them-
risk. Fire investigators, by contras'ta k in the smaller fire depart-
selves in a dead-end career ~th. The op r~its it is battalion chief. 
ment arson units is captain; J.n most lar::~e the ~it in order to accept a 
Qualified investigators must therefore lti and career ladders for investi-

E t bli hing equitable promo on 
promotion. s as, ~. blem for fire departments. gators is likely to remaJ.n a PIO 

'm ortant incentive, but managors are likely 
Compensation is another J. p , er ladder and labor contract. 

to be constrained by the department stcar~ Managers unable to effect fun-
This is especially true in fire depar me\ s;'sweeteners" as high visibility 
damental changes may be aele ~~ ofi~~ :~~t frequently observed incentives in 
and prestige for the arson unJ.. take-home cars, and proficiency payor 
the study cities are overtime pay, i 1 de clothing allowances, desir-

' Other incentives nc u 1 tel" automatic promotJ.on. d to fire suppression personne , grea 
able shift arl'angements as compa~~r a second career upon retirement. , 
independence, and the ,potentia~i to remain in an arson unit is the wJ.dely 
Indeed, one of the, m~Jor i~~en . v~s lUcrative position can be found as an held belief that, after retlremen , a 
insurance investigator. 
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4 - ARSON PROSECUTION 

Prosecution is an integral part of the arson control process, and mana
gers must look beyond clearances to ultimate case outcomes. If the case is 
eligible for prosecution, will it in fact successfully prosecuted __ and if 
not, why not? Prosecution may also have an effect upon the arson investiga
tor and fire scene manager, by encouraging them to perform better, and can 
even serve to discourage firesetters from future incendiary episodes. 

PRE-ARREST INVOLVEMENT BY THE PROSECUTOR 

In seven of the Cities, pre-arrest involvement by prosecutors is infre
quent. In the eighth City, a unit ,in the District Attorney's office is 
charged with handling all arson cases (it handles other cases as well.) 
This arrangement probably accounts for the high level of pre-arrest consul
ta tions. All investigators maintain that they l"egularly consult with attor
neys from the special unit, and the Assistant District Attol"ney in charge of 
the unit estimates that fire investigators do indeed seek legal aSSistance 
before presentation in about 50 percent of the cases that are eventually 
brought before the unit. This individual is available fol" telephone con
sultation both day and night, and has requested that he be notified when 
significant arson fil"es 'are being fought, so that he can visit the scene. 
According to investigators, their reasons for requesting J.egal advice in
cluded the Miranda warning, what constitutes probable cause for arrest, 
search and seizure Situations, wal"rants for material witnesses, and issuance 
of Grand Jury subpoenas. Despite this level of intel"action, the prosecutors 
pOint to several cases compromised by insufficient Miranda warnings. Fur
ther, at least one fire inveetigatol" feels that the unit could have made 
better use of this legal resource; and the actual involvement of arson pro
secutors in the pre-trial investigative stage is minimal and limited to 
cases gOing to the grand jury, or to those of public interest. 

In any eVent, as compared to the other cities in the study, this city 
has the second highest number of arrests, the highest trial rate for those 
arrested, the second highest conViction rate, and the highest absolute 
number of convictions. Of the cases reViewed, 100 percent were charged; 
none of the other cities show a charge rate higher than 87 percent. 

By sharp contrast, the city where arson investigators have the least 
direct aSSOCiation with prosecutors also shows the lowest conviction~. 
In this: ci ty, POlice make arre:sts and seek complaints without assistance 
from the prosecutor's officej land magistrates, rather than district attor
neys, determine whether ther'e .Ls probable cause to prosecute • 

Pre-arr'est involvement by the ciistrict attorney's office is logically 
linked with having one or' sevet1al pr'osecutors who ar'e speCialists in arson 
prosecution. Without such a deSignated contact, investigators are far 
less likely to seek assistance -- and it is abundantly clear' that they ar'e 
frequently in need of assistanc::e, especially those investigator'S without 
career backgrounds in law enfot'cement. Assistance is useful, not only for 
questions of law, but also in 1;,erms of pr'osecutorial discretion and case 
prior'i ty. Sorting out cases Ukely to ~esul t in successful prosecution is 
an important aspect of t'esults"lor'iented (as Opposed to clearance-oriented) investigative policy. 
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Obviously, fire investigators can increase their clearance rates by 
arresting persons against whom there is reasonable evidence, but evidence 
insufficient for purposes of a trialj or they can concentrate upon small-fry 
offenders. Similarly, prosecutors can increase conviction rates by going 
after minor but iron-clad cases. What is needed is a joint understanding of 
which cases need to be pursued, and with what level of energy, and pre
arrest consultation is the prime means for obtaining such an understanding. 
The result might well be a decrease in the number of clearances, or indeed 
convictions. However, the jurisdiction shoUld experience an increase in the 
cases that need to be prosecuted most -- cases with the potential to deter 
future arsons, whether on the part of the individual being brought to trial, 
or on the part of those who heal" about the trial and are thereby discouraged 
from seeking this form of economic or emotional reward. 

DOCUMENTING ARSON 

Field observation confirms the conventional wisdom, that the best 
investigations can be jeopardized by a poorly documented case. The reasons 
are threefold. First, the crime itself must be established, in a manner 
that will convince the prosecutor that the evidence satisfies the require
ments of a statutory offense. Second, the suspect must be linked to the 
crime -- again to the satisfaction of the prosecutor. Third, for the 
roughly 50 percent of cases to which no confession has been obtained, there 
must be a compelling presentation of eyewitness testimony, the suspect's 
testimony, and the circumstantial evidence. Comrlicating the presentation 
is the fact that each of these elements may rest upon reports written by 
three or more indiViduals. Cause and origin may be documented by a fire 
suppression officer, the main investigation by a fire investigator, and 
supplementary reports by a police officer or arson detective. 

In the study, almost all documentation establishing the crime, and most 
if not all of the investigative reports, were filed by fire officers. Most 
of these officers have not received any formal training in law enforcement 
report writing. (Indeed, it has been only within the last few years that 
local law enforcement managers have committed significant resources to 
improving the quality of case documentation, through report writing classes, 
case management review, and the like. It is hardly surprising that these 
reforms have not yet reached many fire department arson units, where inves
tigative courses tend to deal with technical, legal, o~ forensic issues. 
Report writing and case documentation are still a negligible part of even 
the most modern arson course.) Prosecutors, however, are accustomed to 
documentation prepared by detectives experienced in writing up evidence. 
They may be forgiven for deducing that a case is weak on its merits, not 
because it was documented by personnel inexperienced in crime reporting. 

Only three of the eight units routinely prepare case documentation in a 
format designed to 1) tell the stot·y of the case in an orderly fashion and 
2) efficiently establish its factual corroboration. However, at the time of 
the study, several other cities were in the process of developing such 
formats. 

The special arson prosecutor in one City developed a format for such 
documents, even though in that city police detectives are responsible for 
completing every arson investigation. The recommended contents, in order': 

* Prosecution report, listing witnesses and defendant information. 

* Copy of all complaints (police reports) and supplementals prepared by 
any member of the department concerning the arson. 
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* Copy of the defendant's 
local and FBI arrest records. 

* Copy of the defendant's arrest register. 

* C f ( opy 0 all office reports writt 
Th~se are espeCially important to the ~~i ~ a result of the investigation 

con ain detailed information not i th a aSSistant because they often . 
reports are generally not discovernbl eboriginal police reports. Such 
state's rules of procedure.) a e y defense attorneys under the 

* Copy of all laboratory 
reports related to the arson. 

* Copy of all photographs taken b 
(Photographs have special i it y any lab techniCian or 
origin, burn patterns andsdgn icance in arson cases because 

, egree of destruction are critical 

investigator. 
points of 
issues. » 

* Copies of all Written or 
oral statements made by the defendant. 

* Copies of all witness t 
s atements take~ during the inVestigation. 

depa~t*meCnOtPY. of the Fire Investigative Report p d 
• repare by the fire 

. * Copies of all search warrants and 
1nvestigation. affidavits executed during the 

* Any other information reI 
photos, insurance records I d evant to the prosecution, 
finanCial records schemati adn

i 
records, names of agents, 

, c agrams, and the like. 

SUch as line-up 
corporate names, 

tion !n addition, the arson prosecutor requires 
ppear on the outside Cover of th f ld "that the following informa-

race, and date of birth' the cha e 0 er: defendant's full name sex 
pant of the bUilding); date and ~f:eor cha:gesj the Victim (owner or ~ccu-' 
~ureau of identification's number for o~h cr~mej central complaint number; the 
earing (an indictment is sought b f e

t 
efendant; date of preliminary 

tion of the offense e ore he preliminary hearing)' and 1 . , oca-

CASE SCREENING PROCEDURES 

Case screening is the interface bet . 
Curiously, data on the SCreening ween 1nvestigation and prosecution. 
reasons -- are not maintained b process -- such as turndown rates and 
cities, and by only a few of th: any arson investigative unit .i.n the eight • 
mation too difficult to gather ~rosecutors. Perhaps they found the infor 
Prosecutors Management Informationo~ev~r, ~der new data systems such as th~ 
tics require no special effort t ys em ROMIS), case screening statis-
such data systems can easily ana~y~:n~~ate or Collect. JUrisdictiol1S With 
cases as opposed to other crimes Fi e outcomes of, say, felony arson 
find this information helpful in' t ~e and POlice agencies alike should 

rac ing the results of arson cases. 
More likely, something deeper i 

both parties may be relUctant to tra~ka~h;h~aroot of this failure. One or 
their units might come under fir if ta too closely, for fear that 
More fundamentally, arson invest~g t arrests appear weak or prosecution lax 
screening as a valid measure of th:i~rs and prosecutors may not regard . 
cie~ in the study had developed system~~;~rmance lev:ls •. None of the agen
so 1t may have been premature to establi h goals, obJect1ves, or measures,' 

s a mechanis~ to collect this data. 
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Finally, and perhaps' most important, measuring performance across two or 
more agencies is an uncomfortable notion for those accustomed to minding 
only their own agency's output. Gathering and interpreting case-outcome 
data implies a concern for the arson control process as a whole; unit mana
gers are typically concerned with measures tied to and influenced by their 
own unit's performance. 

Because this information is not routinely collected, oUr discussion of 
the screening process is necessarily qualitative. These points are sugges
ted by the data: 

* No obvious relationship exists between the method of complaint review 
and the percentage of cases charged, with one e~ception. The city that uses 
magistrates instead of district attorneys to review complaints has the low
est percentage of arrestees brought to trial (48 percent of arrestees are 
charged; only 26 percent are tried.) The magistrate charging system appar
ently leads to a rather high proportion of nol-prossed cases. 

* Tne same city, of course, shows a rather low rate of convictions (22 
percent of all arrestees). However, an even lower conviction rate (17 per
cent) is registered by another city in which prosecuting attorneys do not 
specialize in arson cases, and where personal relations between investiga
tors and attorneys playa large role in whether a case is reviewed. Until 
recently, investigators were not formally advised of declinations; and there 
is no mechanism for providing investigators with the results of prosecution, 
plea bargaining, or other dispositions. 

* When ca~e disposition data are averaged for the eight Cities, it 
appears that 66 percent of all arrestees are charged, 55 percent are tried, 
and 40 percent are ultimately convicted. 

* In the eight cities, the loss rate between charge and trial ranges 
from zero to 22 percent, with the worst record in the City with the magis
t~ate system. In the no-loss city, fire investigators are police officers 
and have authority to write up the complaint. Only a few attorneys are 
involved in reviewing and prosecuting arson cases. They use an Intake and 
Screening Fact Sheet to review the case folder and the charges sought; the 
fact sheet lists the charges actually preferred and indicates whether they 
are accepted as drawn. The police department receives a copy of the fact 
sheet in order to track the disposition of the case. 

* Between charge and conviction, the loss ranged from 17 percent to 43 
percent. Once again, the city using a magistrate charging system shows the 
worst record. The City faring best in this respect previously had a prose
~uting attorney review each felony complaint with the detective presenting 
it, to see if the charges could be SUbstantiated with the evidence at hand; 
this occurred before the preliminary hearing. This approach has since been 
strengthened by designating three attorneys to handle all arson cases. (In 
fairness, it should be pointed out that 38 percent of arrestees could not be 
tracked because of records-keeping limitations in this city; its loss rate 
may well be higher than the data indicates.) 

From the study, it seems clear that there is an association between 
active arson task forces and improvements in the screening of arson cases. 
Apparently, communications barriers between investigators and prosecutors 
can be overcome. 

That arson cases receive prejudiCial screening, while often alleged, 
cannot be confirmed by the data or the case reviews. The allegation may 
have been true at one time, but now it appears that the national attention 
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focused on arson over the past several 
jurther enhance the screening of arson 
attention to Che following: 

years has reduced this problem. To 
cases, the researchers suggested 

* Improvements in investigative practices. 

* Improvements in case dOCUmentation. 

* Improvements in case screening procedUres 
from prosecution, as is done in the two by separating case reView 
nately, experienced attorneys can b ~ow-loss cities cited above. Alter-
program, as is done in a third it e asslgned to a case-screening liaison 
around the clock by attorneys w~thY wh~se Central Intake Office is manned 
(these attorneys, of course, are no~ ;lnimum.of six months' experience 
there is no vertical handling of peciallsts in arson prosecution, and 

arson cases). 

Because case screening is so central to . 
agency in the system to monitor this i t f the process, It behooves every 
sion of past cases can reveal problemSni~r ace. Ca~eful review and discus-
and redUce any tenSions these probl the eXistlng screening mechanism 
ership is probably essential for su~~sam~~v~:~~ caused. Prosecutorial lead-

PRE-THIAL PROCEDURES 

For both prosecutor and defend t '. 
cases receive another form of d; an ~ a trIal IS the last resort. Most 
Disregarding the nature of the ~:~~s~~o~h after charging and before trial. 
excluding such external variable th e personalities involved, and 
influence this process: s as e prosecutor's workload, six factors 

* Prosecutorial discretion. 

* Charging practices. 

* Whether vertical or horizontal prosecution operates. 

* Pl~a bargaining usage and custom. 

* The pre-t~ial modalities (i e grand 
hearing). • " jury presentment, preliminary 

* How mental cases are handled. 

* The legal statutes of the state. 

The analysis shows that first 
sought in 68 percent of the cases -ao~ second-degree arson charges are 
requested. Thus it appears that it ~ only 3 percent are not issued as 
screening before charging and 1 ~s not charging practices but case 
interagency disputes over'case ~a~~li~;~aining afterward, that causes most 

The legal literature has giv t 
is preferable to proceed by grande~ ex ensive conSideration to whether it 
arson. In four of the cities th Jury or preliminary hearing in cases of 
unless the defendant waives this ~ic~~~ m~st first go before the grand jury, 
no right to indictment by a grand .g n a fifth city, the defendant has 
always used. Elsewhere, the path ;~~~' ~nd a preliminary hearing is almost 
generally opts for a preliminary h .n IS left to the prosecutor, who 
or those requiring secrecy or th earlng except in extremely complex cases, 

e preserVation of testimony. 
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In today's overcrowqed courtrooms, plea bargaining -- the reduction of 
the charge or the puni$hment to the satisfaction of the p~osocutor! def7ns 7 counsel, and judge -- is a necessary expedient. In ~any Jurisdict~ons ~t ~s 
the main track for criminal prosecution. The analys1s suggests that plea 
bargaining in the eight oities ranges from 42 percent to over ?O peroent. 
In three cities, those familiar with prosecution practices bel1eve that plea 
bargaining was once more common for arson than for like off~nses, but has 
since declined. (The change generally coincided with a reVlew of ar~o~ 
practices ,the formation of an arsor,\ task force, and prosecutor ~art1c1pa
tion in it.) In the other cities, plea bargaining rate is descr1bed as high 
but in step with like crimes. 

Comparing arson to any other felony is difficult because so manY,crimes 
are called arson, yet differ in their seriousness, and because arson 1S 
often a crime both against property <md against persons. Perhaps a more 
valid yardstick would be to oompare the disposition of felony arsons to 
overall felony dispositi.ons. 

Cities in the study deal with mentally disturbed offenders in widely 
differing ways. While the true pyromaniac is rare, firesetters motiv~ted by 
emotional or irrational' needs are not: in the case sample, mentally d1S
turbed firesetters made up 18 percent of the known motivations for arson. 
These offenders pose special requirements on investigators and prosecutors. 
In one city, an investigator spent an entire day trying to get a former 
ental patient institutionalized -- after commitment had been approved. A 

:ore general problem arises wi,th post-custody record keeping. When men~a~ 
commitment appears to terminate the case, investigators may tend t~ min1m1ze 
documentation; if the offender is later returned to stand trial, vltal 
testimony or physical evidence may not be available. 

Another consideration: if a large percentage of arrestees is classified 
as mentally disturbed, clearance and outcome dat~ may b~ skewed. Clearance 
rates may be overstated, or clearance to convict1on ratlos understated. 

ADULT PROSECUTION 

The prosecution process in one of the cities is outlined below; it is 
typical of practices in the other seYen~ 

* Arrest. The suspect is arrested, booked, and arraignment set in 
district court on the next judicial day. 

* Arraignment -- district court. The assistant distr~ct attorney 
either drafts an information '(charging instrument) or decl1nes to prosecute, 
in which case the suspect is released. At the arraignme~t, the suspect is 
informed of the charges, re-advised of rights, and, if~indigent, has defense 
counsel appointed. Bond is set, usually amounting to the statutory bail, 
although it may be higher if circumstances warrant. A plea is entered only 
if an attorney is present. 

* Preliminary hearing -- district court. 
is held within five judicial days; if probable 
arraignment is set for the, next judicial day. 

A hearing for probable cause 
cause is found, Circuit Court 

* Arraignment -- c rcu cour. i it t The district attorney drafts a new 
information; arraignment proceeds as in district ,court. 

* Pre-trial 'conference. Prosecution and defense disclose the witnesses 
to be called, furnish all written or oral statements, produce physical 
evidence and reports of lab examinations, and produce criminal records of 
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defendant and Witnesses. Discovery is liberal and not limited to an inVes
tigator; police reports are furnished to the defense by custom. The dis
trict attorney makes a formal plea bargaining offer and sentence concession. 
(About 80 percent of cases are settled at the conference.) 

* Trial. Speedy trial deciSion requires that the defendant be trie~ 
within 60 days of arrest, or else be released. However, the State can again 
proceed against the defendant if it so chooses. 

* Sentencing. Possibilities include an indeterminate jail sentence, a 
fine up to $2,500, or a prison term, depending on class of felony. A matrix 
(i.e., risk history or severity of crime) is used in sentencing, and is ad
justed according to the prison space available. Onoe sentenced the defen
dant is placed under the control of the Corrections Division. ' 

* Appeal. Appeal is automatically filed with the Court of Appeals 
within 30 days of conviction. 

In this jurisdiction, there is no right to a grand jury. The district 
attorney uses this option in complex or sensitive cases; if a true bill is 
returned, an indictment is filed and a bench warrant issued for arraignment 
in superior court. 

Over the three-year study period, successful dispositions in this city 
(taking into account both convictions and mental commitments) ranged from 66 
percent to 75 percent. It can be hypothesized that the factors working for 
success include: 1) arson cases are assigned to a four-attorney prosecution 
unit, 2) investigators frequently consult with prosecutors before filing, 
and 3) cases are routinely returned to investigators for strengthening. 

The three other cities that can provide equivalent data show apprOXi
mately the same ranges -- a far higher rate of successful disposition than 
is commonly sUpposed. 

JUVENILE ADJUDICATION 

In the solution to the p!"Q~;em of juvenile fire setting may He the 
prevention of many futUre adult-arsons. On the surface, the problem is 
simple: how to distinguish between the curiosity seeker, the juvenile fire
setter in need of counseling, and the juvenile arsonist in need of adjudioa
tion. In practice, matters are not nearly so straightforward. 

None of the eight cities Use any formal guidelines for determining 
which juveniles are to be counseled, cO:lnseled and released to parents, or 
bound over to juvenile authorities. Yet juvenile offenders comprise about 
one-third of all clearances for arson offenses in the Cities, and this 
figure in turn represents only a portion of the actual caseload. For each 
reported juvenile arson, as many as five incidents are reported and handled 
as "juvenile playing with matches." 

What constitutes a juvenile, varies greatly between jurisdictions. Two 
of the cities use a range of 7 to 17 years, others have lower and higher 
thresholds, and two define a juvenile as "under 18." Each of the jUl"isdic
t~ons also provides that at some intermediate age __ commonly 15 __ the 
juvenile can be tried as an adult, and one permits those over 10 to be con
fined. The presence of age limits directly affects the number of cases that 
can be adjudicated as arson, or even defined as such. For those below the 
age of reason, the fundamental question is whether there is a systematic 
evaluation and counseling program. The same fs true for many firesetters 
of an age for juvenile adjudication. At the upper end of the range, the 
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question is raised of whether to try the juvenile as an adult .•• although 
officials in the eight cities agree that resorting to this practice is 
extremely rare. 

A typical juvenile adjudication system is described below. In this 
jurisdiction, a juvenile is between the ages of 6 and 16; a child under 10 
can be judged a delinquent but cannot be confined to a training school. 

* Intake. The case is presented to the juvenile counselor by the 
investigating officers I who review the. current and any prior investigations. 

* Social investigation. A counselor has 15 days to investigate family 
background, education, "priors," etc. If juvenile proceedings are approved, 
the social investigator prepares a petition which is signed by the investi
gating officer or victim. With two weeks, the probation officer dockets the 
case for a juvenile hearing. (The petition serves the fUnction of an arrest 
warrant; if a serious crime is involved, the petition is handled without 
awaiting the social investigation.) 

* Bond. Bond is largely based on the investigating officer's recom
mendat~on, taking .into consideration the youth I s danger to self or communi
ty. If ordered detained, the youth is not entitled to bond. 

* Juvenile hearing. District court judges handle juvenile hearings on 
a rotating basis. An attorney is appointed to represent the juvenile I if 
indigent. The State is represented by an assistant district attol"'ney. The 
juvenile hearing is in three stages: arraignment, adjudication, and disposi
tion. In passing sentence on a youth found to be a delinquent child, the 
judge relies to a large extent on the recommendation of the probation offi
cer. Sanctions include confinement for an indeterminate period; full or 
partial restitution; a fine related to the seriousness of the offense; 
supervised community service, consistent ~lith the juvenile's age and abili
ties and the seriousness of the offense; performance within a supervised 
day program, a community-based program of academic or vocational education, 
or professional treatment program; intermittent confinement (night custody' 
for no more than two weekends) in an approved detention facility; probation 
lli~der the 5uPe~vi5ion of the court counselor; revocation of driver's 
license; or commitment to the Division of Youth Services. Thus, a I-lide 
range of sanctions is available in the juvenile justice system, but it 
remains a fact that most juvenile firesetters are sentenced to probation at 
most. 

* Appeal. Juveniles can ap,peal directly to the Court of Appeals. 

* Diversion. EXists, but is not applicable to serious felonies, 
including arson. 

A juvenile over the age of 14 who has committed a felony can be tried 
as an adult at the discretion of the court. If the probation officer 
declines to approve the petition, the district attorney can overrule, but 
this has occurred only twice in the past five years. In any event, a first 
offender would not normally be tried as an adult. 

Coping ~ juvenile firesetting 

The importance of juvenile firesetting and arson can scarcely be under
estimated. Many incidents written off as "playing with matches" are bo~,h 
intentional and malicious. If juvenile firesetters recei~ed appropriat~ 
treatment, some unknown but significant number of adult arsonists could be 
deterred at the source. 
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The researchers concluded that 
fines, alternative' service confineme~tange O~l~\Shments -- restitution, 
the probations generally m~ted out even ~- wou. deer more firesetting than 
Publicity is a necessary component of 0 secon or multiple offenders. 
consciousness that society will detectSUC~ ~ P~liCY. The deeper the public 
firesetting or arson, the greater the l:~eli~~odwt;~ti~~fance~iof j~venile 
be chosen by the curious child or delinquent. s op on wlll not 

These assumptions are speculative of course The 
contrast with the assumptions that see~ to undergird th~ 
tion system actually observed in the eight cities. 
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5 - SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 

The p~oblems hampe~ing ~son cont~ol ~e nume~ous and complex. Du~ing 

the pe~iod of the study, a ~ecessiona~y economy may have added to these p~o
blems by inc~easing the incentive to a~son-fo~-p~ofit and by limiting the 
~esou~ces that local gove~nment could d~aw upon to combat the p~oblem. 

Ce~tainly the ~esou~ces a~e limited: a~son cont~ol typically commands 
less than one pe~cent of ~ community's budget fo~ fi~e and police p~otec
tion. Fu~the~, these ~esou~ces tend not to be effectively managed, so that 
the cities often ~eceive less capabilit,y than they should f~om the money 
they spenp. 

The level of management conce~n necessa~y to inc~ease ~esou~ces (o~ 
even to inc~ease the effectiveness of the ~esou~ces presently allocated) 
also seems to be missing. Fo~ one thil"lg, neithe~ police no~ fi~e departme:nt 
manage~s a~e likely to have the inte~disciplin<1~y backg~ound to make them 
comfo~table evaluating the a~son unit's pe~fo~mance. In addition, a~son 
cont~ol in the communities studied appea~s to be a seconda~y mission in both 
depa~tments. Finally, fi~e and police chiefs ~e inevitably the captives of 
thei~ public duties and administrative chores. The ave~age tenu~e of a fire 
chief today is 3.3 years. With such a time frame, it is understandable that 
many administrators do not find the time, let alone the inclination, to 
unde~take a wholesale ~eview of thei~ a~son control ope~ations. 

A final impediment is the lack of any widely accepted, systematic guide 
to evaluating the pe~fo~mance, resource ~equi~ements, and ~elated issues in 
a~son cont~ol. 

Given this a~virDnment, it is not surpri~LQg that the researchers 
obse~ved a pattern of deficiencies which, to varying degrees, impaired a~son 
unit management and administ~ation in the eight cities. Specific problems 
dif fe~ed from city to ci ty, but the pa t ter'n of organizational de ficiencies 
was common to them all. Most immediately apparent was the lack of quality
control mechanisms to monitor the procadural steps in fire and arson inves
tigation. The researchers felt that the investigative unit performance was 
seldom systematically monitor~d, either within the unit or by the upper 
echelons of the department to which it was attached. 

They concluded that fire and police managers should take a hard and 
long look at the way their depa~tments a~e contributing to arson control. 
Management -- at all levels -- is ~he key ingredient. With it, the effic
iency of existing resources can be/improved; without it, no amount of addi
tional resources is likely to have the intended impact. This conclusion 
challenges that of many previous studies; namely, that the main problems in 
arson lie beyond the control of local authorities -- with the insurance 
industry, the courts, arson laws, prosecutors, and forensics laboratories. 
Unquestionably, outside agenCies contribute to the difficulty of controlling 
arson, but the present study suggests that they are not the determining 
factor. More to the point is how well fire and police departments are 
organized ru'Jd operated to control ~son, and how willing they are to make 
the changes necessary to achieve fundamental improvements in arson control. 
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System coordination 

The study ~cities do not rigorously examine arson control requirements, 
resources, and alternatives. Goals are not laid out after careful planning 
and full participation of' the fire and police departments, with the result 
that the objectives, policies, strategies, and tactics of the various 
elements of the system often fail to complement each other. 

Several of the cities developed arson task forces during the study, and 
inter-agency coordination did improve in these forums. However, without a 
specific mandate from city management, none of the task forces undertook any 
long-range planning, and in no city did a task force attempt an in-depth 
evaluation of unit performance. 

If these eight cities represent a cross-section of medium- and large
sized U.S. communities, there are substantial opportunities to improve the 
performance of arson control systems. Excellent returns for relatively 
minor investments await department heads willing to professionalize their 
system and unit administration and to develop their planning and evaluation 
programs. 

Unit administration 

Of the eight cities, two have single-agency arson control systems 
(responsibility for both fire and arson investigation vested in a single 
department), three have joint-agency systems (fire and police departments 
dontributing personnel to a unit lodged within one of them), and th~ee have 
two-tier systems (the fire department responsible for fire investigation, 
the police department for arson investigation). The researchers identified 
no "best" profile. Regardless of organization, it appears that when fire 
and police investi~ators work together during the follow-up phase, the 
result is better clearance rates and improvements in other performance 
characteristics. Both two-tier and joint-agency syste~s appear able to 
achieve this type of cooperation. Single-agency systems, however, seem to 
have an inherent disadvantage in this respect. Arson control by a fire or 
police department, to the near exclusion of the other agency, is associated 
both in the project data and in Uniform Crime Reports data with fewer 
clearances. 

The researchers concluded that both fire and police personnel should be 
involved in the follow-up phase of arson investigation, or else that the 
skills present in each department should be fully represented in a single
agency investigative Unit. As a corollary, arson control personnel must 
stress old-fashioned, methodical investigation during the follow-up phase. 
Advanced forensics cannot compensate for weaknesses in the daily application 
of investigative skills. 

Collectively, the eight cities reflected the national trend toward fire 
departments assuming greater responsibility for arson control. Whatever the 
advantages and disadvantages of this approach, it tends to put an adminis
trator without police training in charge of a unit which has special and 
difficult law enforcement responsibilities. This individual typically has 
excellent credentials as a fire investigator and manager of a fire inves
tigative unit -- a background which does not necessarily equip him or her to 
manage arson investigations, which require advanced police administrative 
skills if they are to be managed efficiently and effectively. 

Over the past 10 years there has been a knowledge explosion in arson 
control and law enforcement management techniques. Unit managers face a 
considerable task in staying abreast of these developments. If located in a 
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These special circumstances argue stro 1 f 
unit supervisor with the demonstrated abili~g ~ or the appointment of a 
tions. The ideal candidate mi ht b Y 0 manage criminal investiga
lieutenant who is in line to b: ass~ ~e~O~ice sergeant or r'ecently promoted 
Assigning such an individual to u g i 0 a squad or investigative unit. 
the caseload should benefit all :a~~~~s~et~son investigators and to manage 
needed expertise' the police de t t' e fire department would gain 
supervisor, read~ for additionaia~e:en ~oUld eventually get back a seasoned 
receive skilled coaching and ca ponslbility; arson investigato~s would 
a care er background in an inter se management; and the superv isor would gain 
accomplished while still retain~~enc~iPos~tion. All of,this could be 
Officer in Charge. a re epartment offlcer as the unit's 

~ ~ procedures 

The researchers were surprised to fi d t 
up-to-date Standard Operating Procedures n I hatbonlY thre7 of the units had 
need for SOPs cannot seriously be t' n a ureaucratlc structure, the 
performance, they do set forth the q~:=iioned. Wh~le they do not guarantee 
Moreover, developing an SOP tends to f c expectatlons for performance. 
dures that are more orderl and orce the developers to fashion proce-
authoritative SOP providesYnew p:oundlY

l 
co~ceived. And a comprehensive, 

what practices should be. rsonne a all levels with a guide as to 

Fire departments tend to doc t th i 
than do police departments In lumen e r procedures less extensively 
make a detailed rulebook ~avoida~~e~nforcement, legal reqUirements alone 
have SOPs running for hundreds if not t~~~;a~;roPolitan police departments 
by contrast, seldom have more than an ti of pages; fire departments, 
rules of conduct and operations A opera ons manual setting forth basic 
be slow to recognize ~he inhere~t s: result, fire department managers may 
operates without comp~ete guidelin::~ ness of an investigative unit which 

One unit manager questioned the f ibil 
on the basis that each investigation i:

as 
i ity of SOPs for investigation, 

danger of sapo becoming too general (and~hquef It is true that there is a 
important exceptions) or too cetailed ( d ~~e ore failing to deal with 
maintain). Other superv.isors aCknowled;~d therefO~etaWkward to Use and 
drastically improve the ones they have b t le nee 0 deyelop SOPs, or to 
capability. ' u acked either the time or the 

In any event, the failure to d 1 
a breakdown in the administration eve op and maintain adequate SOPs signals 
bility. Each agency with a stak ~ an important social and legal responsi
cedure governing its activities e d ars~n investigatlQn should have a pro
those of the other agenCies inV~l~~d eac

I 
of these SO~s should mesh with 

being released at intake because th 'i ( nt~ne city, Juvenile offenders were 
copies of the offense report. If t~e ~r;= dgators weren't forwarding enough 
cedures on police department SOPs' il epartment had modeled its pro-
closer judicial scrutiny.) , Juven e offenders might have received 

As a starting pOint, fire department in 
police department SOPs. These could vestigative units might review 

serve as a framework for reView and as 
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a basis for arson-specific procedures. Personnel from all levels of the de
partment might well be asked to take part in the development process, and 
police administrators and prosecutors could 'review the result,s. 

The three requirements of any SOP are that it be consistent, complete, 
and current. Consistency requires that, as far as possible, the SOP is con
sistent with all other procedures internal and external to the organization. 
Agencies with several types of personnel -- fire fighters and their supervi
sors, fire investigators, police patrol officers, arson investigators, pro
secutors, coroners, physical evidence technicians, and dispatchers -- may 
have several SOPs to orchestrate. Fire-scene investigation can differ sig
nificantly from these individuals' regular activities, so it may be neces
sary to make special provision for coordinating their activities with the 
others during an on-scene fire investigation. 

With respect to completeness, the SOP should cover the fire fighter's 
responsibilities, en rQute and at the scene; fire incident report writing, 
coding, and editing; calling, out investigators; coordinating with fire 
fighters, poljce patrol officers, and evidence technicians; on-scene inves
tigation, including exterior and interior search and special practices for 
vehicles and other non-structural properties; interviews; evidence collec
tion, preservation, handling, testing, and custodyj juvenile processing, 
both below and above the age of intentj mental subject handling; report 
writing, photographing, scene diagraming, updating reports, and report 
filing and maintenance; search and seizure; subpoena powers, if any; arrest; 
multiple crime scene responsibilities and other special circumstances; and 
involvement of outside agencies (insurance industry, district attorney, 
juvenile justice, FBI, arson task forces, juvenile firesetter COUnseling, 
neighborhood watch, special witness programs, etc.). 

The final requirement is currency. Once formulated, SOPs should be re
viewed at least annually. 

Information and trainin~ 

Before 1977, five of the eight arson unit managers in the study cities 
were police officersj by the time the site visits were completed, seven of 
them were fire officers. This accords with national trends toward appoint
ing arson unit OICs with fire department back~rounds. Such individuals are 
likely to lack a basic familiarity with the reqUirements for managing a 
criminal investigative unit. 

What is needed, therefore, is a management handbook which assumes that 
the unit administrator does not have extensive experience 1n law enforcment, 
either as practitioner or administrator. Such a handbook would provide 
capsule commentary on the utility of various information sources, reference 
works, management and administrative techniques, standard practices, and 
evaluative techniques rangin13 from basic rules of thumb to the use of ad
vanced management information system data. 

Most unit managers would C1Jlso benefit from continuing education pro
grams, including regional seminars for unit managers, self-instructional 
texts,computer-assisted programmed learning modules, cassette texts, and 
special publications on unit management. 

There is also need for a manual on advanped management information sys
tems. During the study, advanced systems wel'1e under development in two of 
the cities, three cities had assembled basic data cn system workload, and 
three more were developing basic systems. Nevertheless, meaningful insights 
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were hard to obtain. A 
mahager's capability to n.ew manual would sighificantly enhance the unit 

a,halyze performance and results. 

Over the past several years Federal 
forenSics has had a dram~tic ff' support for improved fire-sc 
detection and prosecution of ~h ect on the cities' abili ty to improve ene 
a continuing weakness ih the ese cases. Overshadowed by this pro r 
fire and arson investigators aPilication of fundamental police skilfse~s is 

~~i;~t!gl~~~l~~ting testimonial :vf~:~;~~l:~th!~~e~~~g~tothrs reqUire gre:ter 
e corpus of the crime. ~c ey may be unable 

Personnel management 

Personnel management racti 
~~~art~ental tradition, ma~ageme~~~s ~n:~~~~ units tend to be inhibited by 

es 0 accommodate the speCific lngness to alter standard rac 
external constraints Such as lab needs of a fire ihvestigative unit Pahd-
In the t d 01" contracts and . 11 ' 
buted IS u Y Cities, investigators and their ClV service regUlations. 

ow morale and performance t supervisors frequehtly attri-
the handicaps faced by fire invest~ i~~ppropriate personnel poliCies Among 
~~~:~l~n s~~~t tSiCheduling problems; ~:cr~~t~~~sa~~ attiracting qUalified per-

Jec ve and relevant f ass gnment practices t 
:~~il:~Phasizes fire suppressionP~~ ~~:::~~i~easuresj ~romotional testin~o 
cOllecti~~e b lackiof a career ladder for fire ~~v~=!~e t~inoring ~nvestigative 

arga ning agreements hi h ga on spec~alists' 
ments of investigators' and th w c do not recognize the special re' 
investigators without ~onsider~n~r~~:i~e Oft assigning additional tasks q~!re

mpac on investigative workloads. 
The study tUrned th 

Among them.' up 0 er personnel practices th at deserve review. 

* Long-term assignment of i 
tigative skills ~~e t t nvestigators seems 

. ....' 0 ma ure fully Th 
speclal career ladder for fi '" is finding 

re investigators. 
essential if their inves
argues strongly for a 

* Use of tWO-investigator 
cient as a stahdard practice. teams throughout a case may not prove effi-

* Rathel" than t~eat each i 
~a:~:Ci~~~ ~~t of cases, there ~:e::~f~t~~ ::s~~ningndep~nldent agent handling 

, en parcel them out to i di a cases to team ca 
progress, and ensure that time-criti~ vidual team members, monitor theirP-
changes, illness, or other breaks in al atictivities go fo~ward despite shift 

con nUity. 

* Incentive plans for superior 
fOSSibility: achievement awards for 
nsurance associations. 

~ management 

performance should be considered One 
arson investigators • , sponsored by local 

System performance and 1 
assignment of cases. JUVeni~e ea~ance rates could be improved through better 
squad (for stripped and b d uni ts I patrol officers, and the au.to theft 
while reserving more comp~:~eSi~ars) can handle many cases expeditiously, 
for the most qualified fi i uations (arson-for-profit pattern a~sons) re nvestigato.l"s. '. 

Retrospective case audit 
that were not followed s uncovered numerous cases with workable leads 
high-priority difficultUPt' Better management can improve clearances among 

, - o-clear cases. 
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Often cited as a reason for not following up workable leads are case
load fluctuations that threaten to swamp the investigative unit. The unit 
should develop mechanisms to assist or augment investigators when they are 
overburdened. For example,-a fire department unit might temporarily 
reassign former investigators who are now performing other duties. Police 
department units have the same potential, or they can call upon detective 
sections or channel more cases to the patrol force. 

II II II * 

In summary, one of the clearest findings from this research project was 
the need to improve the management of arson units at all levels -- system, 
department, unit, and case. Ideally, arson control should be planned, 
managed, and evaluated as a cooperative system. The reality is otherwise. 
Some of the eight cities have one or more aspects of a modern management 
system, but others lack even rudimentary administrative tools. Most units 
are without specific goals and objectives, basic performance data, or rou
tine mechanisms to evaluate performance. Where written goals do exist, they 
tend to be merely a paper exercise. Only one unit reports its progress 
toward goals on a quarterly basis, and even these measures do not appear to 
be actively used by the department's management to monitor unit performance. 

:n1PLICATIONS 

The research suggests that U.S. communities can indeed achieve signifi
cant improvements in arson control, simply by applying existing knowledge 
and techniques. Central to any such improvement process, however, is the 
need for commitment and involvement on the part of fire and police managers. 

Among the specific steps a community might take to improve its arson
control capabilities: 

* Increase the funding of its arson-control unit (which typically com
mands less than one percent of the community's public-safety budget). 

* Impress upon both fire and police managers that arson control is a 
high-priority activity of their departments, and that it is within their 
power to achieve, fundamental improvements in arson control. 

* Establish mechanisms for inter-agency coordination. An arson task 
force may be a useful first step, but ev~n more important is a system for 
institutionalizing cooper~tion between the agencies involved in arson con
trol. 

* Ensure that both fire and police personnel are involved in the inves
tigative proaess. Communities in which arson control is assigned to one 
department, to the virtual exclusion of the other, seem to have an inherent 
disadvantage in arson control. 

* Consider assigning a police sergeant or lieutenant as the supervisor 
of the arson-control unit, regardless of where the unit may be lodged. 

* Develop consistent, complete, and up-to-date SOPs to coordinate the 
responsibilities of dispatchers, fire fighters, police patrol officers, in
vestigators, evidence technicians, and all other individuals who may become 
involved in the arson-control process. 
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APPENDIX 

Managers of arson control systems, no less than prosecuting attorneys, 
should be familiar with the statutes governing arson in their jurisdictions. 
What follows is a layman's review, and is necessarily superficial. 

ARSON LAW 

In common law, arson involves the malicious burning of another person's 
dwelling. Statutes can enlarge upon this definition -- by applying it to 
uninhabited buildings, for example, or by making property owners subject to 
prosecution for burning their own buildings. (Burning with intent to de
fraud an insurer may also be defined as a crime distinct from arson, as is 
the case in Ohio. In Texas, howevever, burning one's own property is not a 
crime if no insurance claim is filed.) More sever'e punishment may be legis
lated for burning a dwelling, for nighttime arson, or in situations "where 
it is foreseeable that human life might be endangered." Federal sta tu tes 
apply to certain cases of arson, notably those taking place within u.s. jur
isdiction or involving interstate flight to avoid prosecution. 

Generally speaking, kindling a blaze is not enough to constitute arson 
the building must actually take fire, although material damage is not 

neccessary, and the fire need not continue for any length of time. (Nar
rowing the definition even further, it is often held that if the wood is 
charred, arson has taken place, but that mere scorching or discoloration 
does not constitute arson.) It is usually immaterial how the fire began, if 
there was intent for the fire to be communicated to the building in ques
tion. Criminal intent is an essential element of the crime, but not all 
statutes agree that there must be an intent to destroy the building. Motive 
is not an element in arson, though it can be important in states which dis
tinguish arson from the offense of setting a fire for the purpose of de
frauding an insurer. 

A case of arson may be a single offense even though several buildings 
are burned. Similarly, an indictment may charge the burning of a house and 
the burning of its contents, or the defrauding of two different insuranc-e-
companies in a single fire. By contrast, the indictment may contain sepa
rate counts charging 1) arson and 2) intent to defraud, or conspiracy to 
commit arson, or murder resulting from arson. In states where procuring 
another person to set fire to a dwelling is to become a prinCipal in the 
crime, it is possible to indict an ihdividual both as accessory and as prin
cipal. 

The indictment must give all details necessary for the defendant to 
make his defense, and it should allege all the essential elements of the 
crime, which vary from state to state. It is especially important to iden
tify the property that has been burned, usually by alleging ownership or 
possession, or by including language that will fix the building's location. 
Where statutes distinguish between degrees or types of burning, it may be 
important to specify whether the building was owned by another, whether it 
was a dwelling place, whether the damage was beyond a stated amount, whether 
the fire took place at night, or whether the building was occupied at the 
time. 
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The indictment must allege that the burning was done "willfully and 
maliciously." Statutory provisions may also make it necessary to allege 
that the fire was set Itwith intent to burn, It or to distinguish between 
"burn" and "set fire to." Some variances between the pleading and the proof 
may be disregarded -- a difference in ownership, for example, unless owner
ship is material to the offense charged. Similarly, a conviction may be 
upheld when the accused is charged with one degree of arson and the evidence 
shows he is guilty of another deg~ee. This does not hold true, howe¥er, 
when the variance concerns a difference in the act committed: a person 
charged with first-degree arson cannot be convicted of burning with intent 
to defraud an insurer. 

The corpus delicti in arson consists of 1) the burning of the property 
in question and 2) a criminal agency as the cause of the burning. If the 
prosecution fails to prove either element, the accused is entitled to an 
acquittal. Where the prosecution is for burning with intent to defraud an 
insurer, it must also be shown that the property was insured at the time , 
possibly that the insurance policy was enforceable, and that the accused in
tended to defraud the insurer, even though another person was to receive the 
insurance money. 

In a trial court, the corpus delicti is ordinarily the first point to 
which evidence is directed. After it has been proved that the property was 
burned, any legal and sufficient evidence may be introduced to prove that 
the act was committed by the accused and that it was done with criminal 
intent. Since arson is usually committed alone and in secret, the corpus 
delicti and the criminal agency of the defendant are usually proved by cir
cumstantial evidence. 

Many arson investigators believe that, unless they have rUled out all 
possible accidental or natural causes, they have not established a corpus 
delicti. Actually, in most jurisdictions, the State me,ets its burden by 
showing that a fire resulted from human intervention, even though the evi
dence may also be consistent with accidental burning. Investigators and 
fire suppression personnel should be trained in this point, so that the pro
secution team does not labor under an unnecessary burden. 

It is, of course, necessary to go on to prove the corpus delicti. 
Proof of incenaiary origin is important, since there is a presumption that 
any fire was the result of accidental or providential cause. In'cendiarism 
may be proved by the manner in which the fire burned, by the odor of inflam
mable liquid, or by the presence of human footprints, combustible materials, 
or flammable liquids or their containers. Proof may also take the form of 
demonstrating the improbability that the fire resulted from natural or acci
dental causes. Expert opinion is often used to provide information which 
would otherwise be beyond the jury's knowledge and experience -- for exam
ple, that circumstances suggest that a time-delay device was used to start 
the fire, even though no such device was found. 

In addition to proving the corpus delicti, the prosecutor must show the 
criminal connection of the accused with the burning. Where identify is at 
issue, any fact or circumstance tending to identify the person who set the 
fire is admissible -- for example, testimony that the defendant was seen in 
the Vicinity of the fire before or after it occurred, or that footprints 
corresponding to the defendant's were found near the burning building. 
Where there is corroborating evidence, an extra-judicial confession is also 
admissible; the amount of corrobor:d.tion varies with the jurisdiction. Gen
erally, evidence relating to another crime is inadmissible, except where it 
tends to identify the accused as the person who committed the crime in ques
tion -- by way of showing his "signature," as it were. 
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To be guilty of arson, a person must h 
criminal act. Generally there i ,ave the capacity to perform a 
did not know the nature and qUal~t~Oo~rl~inal responsibility if the accUsed 
~n most jurisdictions a person between ~ e act or did not know it was wrong. 
lncapable of arson but there i he ages of 7 and 14 is considered 
have been found co~petent to c~:itnstances Where chlldren as young as 8 
owner's consent may bar prosecution ;~~ offense. In some jUrisdictions, the 
secution on a second charge (e b arson. DOUble jeopardy may bar pro
the same evidence has failed t~g~~ta ur~ing the contents of a bUilding) When 
the bUilding itself) There is n d bl~~h guilt on the first charge (burning 
burning leads to sep~rate crimes ~nd o~h e j70pardy~ however, where a Single 

~ ~ profit 
ere 1S distlnct evidence of each. 

In common law, an owner who sets fire to 
it is not guilty of arson. Statutes in most his own house While occupying 
person Who bUrns property with th i t states, however, provide that a 
guilty whether the property belon:s ~ e~; to defraUd an insurance company is 
act is the burning, which may be doneo , mself or a~other person. The overt 
ing the insurer. It does not matter w~~th the spec~fic purpose of defraud-
most jUrisdictions) whether the 01' ,is to rece1ve the money, or (in 
necessary to establish the corpu~ d~~rc~~ ~n fact enforceable. The proof 
the case, but generally these eleme~ts c a:ies with the circumstances of 
set for al, insurance fraud: onstltute evidence that a fire was 

* The presence of i d ncen iary material. 

* MUltiple points of origin. 

* fire origin beneath the roof. 

* fire at night or when few persons 
might be expected to be present. 

* fire in a vacant bUilding 
or one undergoing renovation. 

* f' lre in a bUilding whose 
woodwork, plumbing, Wiring, or o~~~~p~~~s ~ave recently departed, or where 

* ec s have recently been removed. 
fire in a property for 1 ' , 

cularly if the bUilding 'is saie, or whlch has recently been sold, parti-over- nsured. 

* fire occurring shortl b f 
diately after insurance has ~ e °bre ~n insurance policy expires, or imme

een 0 tal ned or increased. 
Attempts to commit arson -

Attempting to commit arson m b 
pressly with that crime o~ und ay e punishable by statutes dealing ex-
to commit a crime. As ~ g~nera~~ :og~ner~l statute embracing all attempts 
of two elements: 1) an attempt toPco~m~!tlon, an indictable attempt consists 
tual act toward its completion. the crime and 2) a direct, ineffec-

TRENDS IN ARSON LEGISLATION 

The jurisdictions Covered in the st 
statutes. Volume IV of this 1" t udy operate under widely varying 
Arizona, California Maryland e~~rhicontains a discussion of arson laws in 
sylvania, Texas, and Virginia: ~~OU:~ndi~~rt~ Car~lina, Ohio, Oregon, Penn
either on the Model Arson Law publish d bert ng Wldely, they are all based 

, e Y he National fire Protection 
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Association in 1931 and adopted by 27 states; or on the Model Penal Code, 
proposed by the American Law Institute in 1960 and adopted by 23 states. 
The model laws suffer from a number of deficiencies, including verbose and 
vague language and poor treatment of related offenses. 

The Alliance of American Insurers, the American Insurance Association, 
and the National Association of Independent Insurers have developed a new 
Model Arson Penal Law, as a guide to legislators and other organizations in
terested in revising current statutes. The new model law provides penalties 
for 1) engaging in acts that endanger both life and property, 2) damaging 
real and personal property by either fire or explosion, 3) damaging an occu
pied bUilding, 4) conspiring to cause a fire or explosion, 5) damaging or 
destroying the property of another person, 6) damaging or destroying proper
ty to collect insurance proceeds, 7) using fire or explosives in a reckless 
or negligent manner, 8) making false reports concerning the placement of in
cendiary or explosive devices or other destructive substances, 9) failing to 
control or' report a dangerou~ fire, 10) attempting to start a fire or cause 
an explosion, II) causing or risking a catastrophe or failing to mitigate a 
catastrophe, 12) possessing explosives or incendiary devices, and 13) arran-
ging or placing explosive or incendiary devices in a building. 1._ 

The new model law provides stricter penalties for fires resulting in 
death or injury, or which threaten the lives of fire fighters and other 
innocent victims; penalizes those who intentionally cause explosions or 
bombings; and provides greater latitude for prosecuting those who hire an 
arsonist or participate in a conspiracy to burn or bomb. It does, however, 
have potential flaws of its own, which are discussed in Vol. IV of this 
report. 

Several states have enacted model reporting and immunity laws in order 
to obtain the active cooperation of insurance companies in arson cases. 
Under such laws, insurance companies are given immunity from civil or crimi
nal prosecution for informing investigatory officials of fires that appear 
suspicious in origin. The advantages of such a law are obvious. A poten
tial disadvantage is that unsubstantiated personal information may be dis
closed and privacy rights impair.ed. 

Other recent stat~tory enactments provide that only the actual cash 
value of destroyed property can be recovered, thus discouraging arson for 
profit. Some states have amended their laws to give insurers more time to 
pay claims, to permi.t a more thorough investigation in a suspected arson 
case. 

The 1979 Arson Report to Congress, the Tauber and Abt studies, and 
earlier commentaries have pointed out the need to toughen laws, remove loop
holes, and take the profit out of arson through statutory means. Certainly 
the states should consider amendmr.nts to their arson laws, and to related 
property and insurance laws, that will increase the penal and economic dis
incentives to this crime. In fairness, however, it must be pOinted out that 
existing loopholes neithe~ drastically interfere with arson investigations 
nor regularly undermine prosecution. far more important is the quality and 
the quantity of the investigations that do take place, and of the prosecu
tions that follow them. 
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